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1.  Framework/importance  
A brief recall on context, AGN feedback  
and outflows/winds 
 

2.  From the “classic” X-ray view of winds/outflows to the 
“new” X-ray view 

  Warm Absorbers (WAs)à Ultra-Fast Outflows (UFOs) 
 Impact of UFOs  
  

3.  Understanding UFOs…and future… 
 comparison with WAs 
 comparison with molecular outflows 
 comparison with binaries/microquasars 

Outline 

Tombesi F., MC, et al. ’10a+b;’11a;’12a, ‘12b in prep. 
(and ESA/NASA/INAF press release) Main Collaborators:  F. Tombesi, M.Giustini, M. Dadina, 

V. Braito, J. Kaastra, J. Reeves, G. Chartas, M. Gaspari, 
C. Vignali, J. Gofford, G. Lanzuisi 

Ultra-fast outflows (aka UFOs) in AGNs and their relevance for feedback 



In last 2 decades: somewhat unexpected “revolution” in extragal. astrophysics: not only most (all?)  galaxies  

have SMBHs (MDOs) in their centers, these also correlate with bulge properties  

Kormendy & Richstone, 1995, ARA&A  

Framework: Co-evolution of galaxies 



à evidence for feedback mechanism between SMBH(AGN) and its’ host galaxy 

Magorrian et al. '98 
Tremaine '02; Gebhardt '02...etc 

Mbh~ б4 

(see e.g. King and Pounds '03, Crenshaw, Kraemer & George '03, ARA&A)  

Framework: Feedback in the co-evolution of galaxies 



€ 

Lacc =η Macc( )
•

c 23C 273 

e.g. Ciotti & Ostriker 2001, Sazonov et al. 2005 

Able to quench the star formation and the cooling flow at the center of elliptical galaxies 

But it is not enough to reproduce the MBH-σ relation 

e.g., Ciotti et al. 2009 

 2. mechanical/kinetic feedback: mass outflows from  
collimated, radiatively bright, relativistic radio JETS: 

e.g. Fabian et al. 2009, Sanders et al. 2009 

Heat the IGM and the ICM, quench the cooling flow in rich Clusters of Galaxies 

But jets involve only ~10% of AGN, and are highly collimated:  
low global impact for AGN with L/LEdd > 0.01  

e.g., Ciotti et al. 2009 

e.g., Silk & Rees 1998 
e.g., Begelman 2003 

Framework: Three major feedback mechanisms between the SMBH and its environment 

3C 273 

3. mechanical/kinetic feedback: mass outflows from  
wide angle, radiatively dark, massive WINDS/outflows 

 1. radiative feedback: 

Light 

Jets 

Winds 



Fabian, et al. ’94 
Otani, ’95, PhD 
Reynolds et al. '97 
Georges et al. '97 

ASCA… Many details from Chandra/XMM gratings 
NGC3783 Exp=900 ks 

Kaspi et al. '01; 
Netzer et al. '02;  
Georges et al. '03; 
Krongold et al. ‘03 

⇒  à Clear now that ~50% of all Seyferts and QSOs present multiple ionization & kinetic 

components (from Optical, UV and soft X) of outflows/winds with v~100-1000 km/s  

⇒  à Typically energetically unimportant for feedback  i.e. Blustin et al. 2004, but see Crenshaw & Kraemer, 2012 

The “classic” X-ray view: Warm Absorbers in nearby Seyferts and QSOs  

Seyfert galaxies: 

QSOs: XMM… R. G. Detmers et al.: Multiwavelength campaign on Mrk 509

Fig. 1. Fluxed stacked RGS spectrum in the 7–38 Å range. The strongest
lines are indicated and the O  ISM edge can be clearly seen around
23 Å.

SPEX 2.03.001 spectral fitting package to fit the spectrum. We
updated the wavelengths of some important transitions for our
study (see Appendix A).

We constructed the spectral energy distribution (SED) for
Mrk 509, using the EPIC-pn and OM data to obtain the neces-
sary flux points for the XMM-Newton observations and extend-
ing it with other data. This SED is an average of the Mrk 509
SED during the time of observations (roughly two months time).
The full procedure on how the SED was derived can be found
in Kaastra et al. (2011b). The ionization balance calculations
needed for our spectral modeling (the xabs components, see
Sect. 3.2) were based on this SED and performed using version
C08.00 of Cloudy2 (Ferland et al. 1998) with Lodders & Palme
(2009) abundances.

2.3. Spectral models

The unprecedented quality of the spectrum requires a rather
complex spectral model to be described accurately. We describe
each component in more detail in separate sections, but we give
a short overview of the total model here.

We model the continuum with a spline (see Fig. 2). The main
reason for doing so is that a spline can accurately describe the
(complex) continuum shape without having to make any physi-
cal assumptions about the origin of the shape of the continuum
(powerlaw, blackbody, Comptonization, or reflection, for exam-
ple). We use a redshift z = 0.03450, which combines the cos-
mological redshift (Huchra et al. 1993) with the orbital veloc-
ity of the Earth around the Sun, which is not corrected for in
the standard XMM-Newton analysis (see Kaastra et al. 2011b).
Galactic absorption (NH = 4.44× 1024 m−2, Murphy et al. 1996)
is also taken into account. We use three distinct phases for the
Galactic ISM absorption, a neutral (kT = 0.5 eV) phase, a warm
(kT = 4.5 eV) slightly ionized phase, and a hot (kT = 140 eV)
highly ionized phase (Pinto et al. 2010). Additionally we model
the neutral oxygen and iron edges of the ISM by including a
dusty component. Details about the Galactic foreground absorp-
tion are given by Pinto et al. (in prep.).

1 See http://www.sron.nl/spex
2 http://www.nublado.org/

Fig. 2. Unabsorbed spline continuum model used for the Mrk 509 ob-
servations.

Table 1. Spline continuum parameters.

Wavelength Flux
(Å) (photons m−2 s−1 Å−1)
5.00 0
5.95 0.7 ± 0.6
7.07 13.95 ± 0.09
8.41 14.28 ± 0.06
10.00 15.10 ± 0.04
11.89 15.92 ± 0.09
14.14 17.27 ± 0.09
16.82 19.36 ± 0.16
20.00 21.31 ± 0.11
23.78 25.15 ± 0.08
28.28 27.83 ± 0.11
33.64 33.62 ± 0.19
40.00 9.80 ± 0.18

The ionized outflow is modeled with three different mod-
els, each with multiple (two or three) velocity components to
account for the separate outflow velocities observed. All mod-
els take a wide range of ionization states into account. These
models are described in more detail in Sect. 3.2. We also in-
cluded eleven broad and narrow emission lines, which are mod-
eled with a Gaussian line profile. Radiative recombination con-
tinua (RRCs) are also included using an ad-hoc model that takes
the characteristic shape of these features into account.

3. Spectral analysis

3.1. Continuum, local absorption, and emission features

The continuum is modeled with a spline with a logarithmic spac-
ing of 0.075 between 5 and 40 Å. We show the spline model in
Fig. 2 and in Table 1. The continuum is smooth, so the spline
does not mimic any broad line emission features. The softening
of the spectrum at longer wavelengths can be seen clearly.

The neutral Galactic absorption is responsible for the narrow
O  (23.5 Å) and N  (31.3 Å) absorption lines. To fit the Galactic
O  absorption line we add a slightly ionized component with a
temperature of 4.5 eV and with a column density that is 4% of
the cold, neutral gas (Pinto et al., in prep.). To properly model the
O  edge, we take the effects of depletion into dust into account.

A38, page 3 of 17

Porquet et al. 2004; Piconcelli et al. 2005 

Kaastra et al. 2011, Detmers et al. 2011 

Mrk 509  RGS:  600 ks 



The “new” X-ray view: Blue-shifted absorption lines/edges – High-ξ , High-v (=UFOs) 

PG1211+143 (z=0.08) v~0.1c  

New and unexpected results from Chandra and XMM-Newton observations 

Pounds et al. 2003a,b 
Pounds & Reeves, 2009 

è massive, high velocity (v~0.1-0.2c) and highly 
ionized outflows in several RQ  AGNs/QSOs 
Mass outflow rate: comparable to Edd. Acc. rate (~M◉/yr) 
Kinetic energy: ~few% of Lbol 

(If) interpreted as Kα resonant absorption by Fe 
XXV (6.70 keV) or FeXXVI (6.96 keV) 

Reeves et al. 2010 

Seyfert galaxies QSOs 4 J. Gofford, J. N. Reeves, V. Braito and F. Tombesi
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Figure 1. Data/model residuals and energy-intensity contour plots for Mrk 766
(left) and PDS 456 (right). The data/model residuals are given to the best-fit con-
tinuum model of each source with reflection modelled using the PEXRAV model to
highlight the FeKα emission line. The continuous open contour corresponds to a
∆χ2 = +0.5 and is intended to indicate the level of the continuum. From outer to in-
ner, the closed contours correspond to F-test significances of 68%, 90%, 99%, 99.9%
and 99.99%, respectively. The dashed vertical lines indicate the expected rest-frame
energies of the FeKα, Fe xxv Heα and Fe xxvi Lyα lines.

pectrum. If a Gaussian profile in the real spectrum gives a ∆χ2real improvement, the MC
probability of this line is then PMC = 1 − (N/T ), where N is the number of simulated
spectra with ∆χ2noise > ∆χ

2
real, and T is the total simulated spectra.

3. Results

While work on the sample is ongoing we have fully analysed 45 AGNwith this method.
In these objects 16/45 (21/59 observations) show evidence for statistically significant
(PMC > 95%) highly-ionised absorption lines. This corresponds to ∼ 36% overall
detection rate and is very similar to the global detection fraction found by Tombesi et al.
(2010) in local radio-quiet Seyfert galaxies.

The observational signatures for the outflows falls into four categories: the most
frequently observed absorbers are those consisting of either a single Fe xxvi Lyα line
or both a Fe xxvHeα/Fe xxvi Lyα pair, which each accounting for 6/16 (∼ 38%) of the
detected outflows. A further 2/16 (∼ 13%) are most likely due to Fe xxv Heα blended
with lower ionisation species of iron, and the final 2/16 have more than one absorption
profile (i.e., PDS456 in fig. 1) which suggests the presence to a multi-velocity system.
The current distributions of XSTAR absorber parameters are shown in fig. 2. Overall,
the results are in good agreement with those of the Tombesi et al. (2010, 2011) XMM-
Newton sample. The NH values [panel (a)] in particular are very similar and, while

   

PDS456 (z=0.18) v~0.1c 

      2         Energy (keV) 5            7           10                

PG1211+143 (z=0.08) v~0.1c  



Tombesi et al. 2010 
Gofford et al. 2012, in prep. 

The “new” X-ray view: UFOs discovered also in Radio galaxies 

Radio-galaxies (3 out of 5 of the brigthest) 



UFOs (Ultra-Fast Outflows) confirmed and quite common 

•  36 absorption lines detected in all 
104 XMM observations 

•  Identified with FeXXV and 
FeXXVI K-shell resonant 
absorption 

•  19/44 objects with absorption 
lines (≈43%) 

•  17/44 objects with blue-shifted 
absorption lines (lower limit ≈39%, 
can reach a maximum of ≈60%) 

•  11/44 objects with outflow 
velocity >0.1c (≈25%) 

•  Blue-shift velocity distribution 
~0-0.3c, peak ~0.1c  

•  Average outflow velocity 
0.110±0.004 c 

The “new” X-ray view: 

XMM-Newton sample of nearby AGNs (Seyferts) 

Suzaku sample of AGNs (Sey+RGs+RQQs) The Suzaku view of highly-ionised outflows in AGN. 5
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Figure 2. Histograms showing the distribution of absorber parameters: (a)
column density in units of log(NH/1022); (b) ionisation parameter in units of
log(ξ/erg cm s−1); (c) outflow velocity in units of log(vout/c). In all panels the
shaded/coloured area corresponds to this work while the dashed line shows the re-
sults of Tombesi et al. (2010).

the measured column densities cover a wide range (i.e., 1021 ∼< NH/ cm−2 ∼< 10
24)

there is a peak at (3 − 10) × 1022 cm−2 and a mean value of NH,suzaku ≈ 1 × 1023 cm−2.
This is consistent with the analagous values found with XMM-Newton. The distribution
of ionisation parameter [panel (b)] covers the range range 3.1 ∼< log(ξ/erg cm s

−1) ∼<
5.5 and, with a peak and mean value at log(ξ/erg cm s−1) ≈ 4.0, is again consistent
with the results found by Tombesi et al. (2010). Despite this good agreement in terms
of intrinsic absorber properties the current distrubtion of outflow velocities appears to
differ somewhat, as is shown in panel (c). Whereas there is a sharp peak at ∼ 0.1 c
found with XMM-Newton, we find a smoother and more continuous range of velocities
with Suzaku, ranging from 0.004 ∼< vout/c ∼< 0.5, with very few at the expected peak
velocity of 0.1 c (e.g., see King 2010). However, given that analysis of the sample is
ongoing it is currently too soon to determine whether this is an intrinsic property of the
absorbers or a result of, for example, low number statistics or intrinsic detector biases.
The full Suzaku outflow sample and a thorough discussion regarding all of the work
outlined here will be given in Gofford et al. (2012; in preparation).
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eter values are broadly consistent with those found by
T10A using XMM-Newton. The FeK absorbers detected
with Suzaku cover a wide range of column densities, ranging
from 21.5 < logNH 6 24.0, with a peak in the distribution
at logNH ⇡ 22 � 23. As shown by the dot-dashed (blue)
and dotted (black) lines, which show the mean logNH value
as found with Suzaku and XMM-Newton, respectively, the
mean is logNH ⇡ 23 for both samples. From the middle
panel the ionisation parameters span from 2.5 < log ⇠ 6 6
with the significant fraction of He↵-Ly↵ pair systems, which
persist over only a relatively narrow range in ionisation pa-
rameter (see T11 curve of growth analysis), leading to a
sharp peak in the distribution at log ⇠ ⇡ 4. Again, as shown
by the vertical lines the mean ionisation parameter in both
samples is almost identical at log ⇠ ⇡ 4.5.

The detection of relatively lowly ionised material in the
FeK band, i.e., log ⇠ ⇠ 2.5 � 3.0, is particularly interesting
and suggests that high velocity absorption could feasibly be
detected at softer X-ray energies through weak, moderately
ionised, iron lines. Moreover, the detection of a small fraction
of absorbers with log ⇠ > 5 in both this work and in the
T10A sample raises the possibility that material may be
present in some sources which is so highly ionised that even
iron is not detectable through spectroscopy. If this is the case
then the fraction of sources with FeK absorption (⇠ 40%)
may represent a lower limit on the number of sources with
intrinsic nuclear outflows along the line-of-sight.

The log vout distribution (bottom panel) appears to
be relatively continuous over a broad range of velocities;
ranging from as low as vout ⇡ 0 km s�1 up to vout ⇡

100, 000 km s�1. 90% of the detected outflows have vout >
1000 km s�1 which makes the absorption detected at FeK
almost systematically faster than the traditional soft X-ray
warm absorber. Only NGC3227, NGC4395 and NGC3783
have FeK outflows which are consistent with having no out-
flow velocity. From Table 5 the broadly binned distribu-
tions of outflow velocity appear to be very similar between
both the Suzaku and XMM-Newton samples, with the bulk
of outflows in both samples having vout > 10, 000 km s�1.
The Suzaku sample does appear to have slightly more low-
intermediate velocity systems but, given the low number
statistics involved, the di↵erences are probably not signif-
icant. Indeed, the similarity between the Suzaku and XMM-
Newton parameter distributions can be quantitatively as-
sessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test (K-S
Test) which uses the maximum di↵erences between the cu-
mulative fractional distribution of two sets of data to de-
termine the probability that they are both drawn from the
same parent sample. In this case such a test can be used
to quantify the level at which the column density, ionisa-
tion parameter and outflow velocity distributions as mea-
sured with both Suzaku and XMM-Newton are in agree-
ment. For a null hypothesis (H0) that each of the Suzaku
and XMM-Newton distributions are drawn from the same
parent sample we are unable to conclusively rule out the
null hypothesis in any of the three cases at greater than the
90% confidence level. Adopting a typical conservative 95%
confidence interval (corresponding to a threshold p value of
0.05 to confidently reject the null hypothesis) the logNH,
log ⇠ and log vout distributions obtained with both Suzaku
and XMM-Newton are found to be formally consistent.
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Figure 8. Histogram showing the overall distributions of mean
absorber parameters for each source: (a) logarithm of the mean
column density; (b) logarithm of the mean ionisation parameter;
(c) logarithm of the mean outflow velocity. The dot-dashed (blue)
and dotted (black) vertical lines indicate the mean value of the
Suzaku and XMM-Newton analyses, respectively.

Table 5. Outflow velocity comparison

Velocity (km s�1) Suzaku XMM-Newton

No outflow 3/20 2/19
0 < vout 6 10, 000 5/20 2/19
vout > 10, 000 11/20 15/19
vout > 30, 000 c 8/20 9/19

c� ? RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

 	


Log Nh (cm-2) Log ξ (erg s-1 cm) Blueshift (v/c) 



Absorbers variability on timescales 1000-10000s  

Risaliti et al. 2005 
 

NGC1365 Mrk 509 (first long-look, 200ks) 

MC et al., 2009 
Dadina et al. ‘05 

Obs1 

Obs2 

Obs3 

Variability allows to place limits on location, mass, etc. 

(See also Krongold et al. 2007 on NGC4051; 
Behar et al. 2010 on PDS456, Braito et al. 2007 on MCG5-23-16; etc.) 

The “new” X-ray view: Variable absorption lines  



Sample: 15 UV *AL QSOs with 32 XMM exposures 

Giustini, MC, et al. 2012a, 2012b in prep. 

on time scales of years 

Δt=4 yrs Δt=6 months 

Δt=3 days 

on time scales of months 

on time scales of days 

Δt=10 ks 

on time scales of hours 

The “new” X-ray view: Variability of a few (nearby) PG QSOs  



i) Thermally driven winds from BLR or torus 

Balsara & Krolik, 93; Woods et al. ‘96 

iii) Magnetically driven winds from accretion disk 

Emmering, Blandford & Shlosman, ’92; Kato et al. ‘03 

Main interpretations: Three (main) AGN wind dynamical models 

i) ⇒ Large R, low v 
ii) and iii) ⇒ Low R and large v 

Murray et al. ‘95, Proga et al. ‘00 

ii) Radiatively-driven wind from accretion disk 

…and/or… 



Sim et al., ’08, ’10ab 

In fact, one expects (mostly/only) strong  
Fe line absorptions when accounting for  
proper wind geometries and physics 

622 S. A. Sim et al.

Figure 12. Sample spectra computed for different viewing angle bins (left- to right-hand side) for models with differing mass-loss rates (top to bottom). Except
for Ṁ , all model parameters are fixed at those of the example model. The plotted spectra are all normalized to the input primary power-law spectrum.

for these phenomena in non-spherical outflows require multidimen-
sional radiative transfer and thus our methods are particularly well
suited to describing them.

To illustrate the types of line profile, Fig. 12 shows a montage of
spectra from models with relatively high mass-loss rates. There is a
wide range of Kα profile types in these models and their emission
EWs, measured relative to a power-law continuum fit, can be in
excess of 200 eV; this is comparable to the typical broad Kα EWs
measured in a sample of AGN by Nandra et al. (2007).

At low inclination angles, our model Fe Kα profiles have a near-
P-Cygni character: they shows some blueshifted absorption and
broad, redshifted emission, the strength of which grows with Ṁ .
Such profiles are qualitatively similar to those observed in some
Seyfert 1 galaxies (Done et al. 2007).

At intermediate angles, when the line of sight is close to looking
down the wind cone, the narrow absorption lines are strongest but
are accompanied by moderately strong, emission lines with fairly
extended red wings. We note that the narrow absorption lines be-
come less prominent at very high Ṁ , a consequence of the increased
contribution of scattered radiation in the spectra.

For the highest inclinations and Ṁ values, the Fe Kα line is
almost pure emission, peaking at the rest energy of the line and
having a long red tail. The redward extension of the line emission is
not a consequence of gravitational redshift but arises from electron
scattering in the outflow.

Although somewhat more diverse, our red-skewed emission-line
profile shapes are qualitatively similar to those obtained via the
same physical mechanism in spherical outflow models (Laurent &
Titarchuk 2007; see also Laming & Titarchuk 2004) while they are
significantly broader than those computed by Różańska & Madej
(2008) for Compton scattering in irradiated accretion discs. The
largest Fe Kα emission EWs found by Laming & Titarchuk (2004)
(!4 keV) substantially exceed those found in any of our models
but we note that the large EWs in their models mostly arise from
significantly lower ionization stages than are present in our models.

These emission-line properties show that highly ionized outflows
may affect the Fe K region beyond imprinting narrow, blueshifted
absorption lines. This may have consequences for study of the Fe
K fluorescent emission which originates in AGN accretion discs
(e.g. Fabian et al. 1989; Nandra et al. 1997; Fabian et al. 2000;
Miller 2007; Nandra et al. 2007), since it may contaminate the disc
emission and/or lead to an apparently multicomponent emission
line (see e.g. O’Neill et al. 2007). In this context, the red wings
predicted for the emission lines may be of particular relevance in
view of the potential for confusion with the effects of gravitational
redshift – however, more sophisticated 3D models going beyond
the smooth-flow assumption of our parametrized wind models must
be examined before such a possibility can be considered in much
greater detail.

7.3 Spectral curvature

Absorption by outflowing material has been discussed as a possible
explanation for the so-called soft excess in X-ray spectra (Gierliński
& Done 2004, 2006; Middleton, Done & Gierliński 2007; Schurch
& Done 2007, 2008). In this picture, the decrease in flux above
∼1 keV is attributed to absorption by light or intermediate-mass
elements.

Such absorption does occur in our models, particularly for high
Ṁ values (see Fig. 12) however the scale of the effect is too small in
the models presented here: the typical observed soft excess requires
a drop in flux of nearly a factor of two between about 1 and 2
keV (Middleton et al. 2007). Furthermore, Schurch & Done (2008)
have argued that very large, relativistic velocities are required for the
absorption model to work since the observed soft-excess spectra are
very smooth. Our current models support their conclusions since all
cases in which significant spectral curvature arises are accompanied
by discreet features.

C© 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2008 RAS, MNRAS 388, 611–624

UFOs/outflows/winds in AGNs & QSOs: A (possible) model 

Fukumura, et al. 2010 
Kazanas et al. 2012 



Tombesi et al., 2012, In prep. 

The “new” X-ray view: UFOs compared with WAs… 

à UFOs = same (but extreme) phenomenon as WAs? 

12 F. Tombesi et al.
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Figure 3. Scatter plots and linear regressions between the line of sight projected distance logr (in units of the Schwarzschild radius,
rs), the ionization parameter logξ ((a), in units of erg s−1 cm), the column density logNH ((b), in units of cm−2), the outflow velocity
logv ((c), in units of cm s−1), the mass outflow rate logṀout ((d), in units of ṀEdd), the outflow momentum rate logṖout ((e), in units
of ṖEdd = LEdd/c) and the outflow kinetic power logĖK ((f), in units of LEdd), respectively. The horizontal dashed line in plot (c)
indicates the speed of light. The points relative to the WAs (red open circles), non-UFOs (green filled triangles) and UFOs (blue filled
circles) are reported.

à UFOs = momentum-driven winds  
and/or MHD winds ?! 
(on-going comparison with King et al. and Fukumura et al.) à UFOs kinetic energy >1% of Lbol  

à Feedback effective! 
Tombesi, MC et al., 2012b 
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Figure 4. Left panel: Outflow momentum rate of the UFOs (blue filled circles) with respect to the momentum of the radiation field
(Ṗrad = Lbol/c). The transverse dashed line is not a fit but illustrates the case of a simple linear relation between the two parameters.
Right panel: Outflow kinetic power with respect to the bolometric luminosity. The points corresponds to the WAs (red open circles),
non-UFOs (green filled triangles) and UFOs (blue filled circles), respectively. The transverse lines indicate the 100% (solid), 5% (dashed)
and 0.5% (dotted) levels, respectively.

Figure 5. Left panel: Plot showing the average mechanical power of the outflows with respect to the bolometric luminosity, both
normalized to the Eddington luminosity of the sources. Right panel: same as before but now the average mechanical power normalized to
the Eddington luminosity is multiplied by the average distance of the absorbers from the black hole in units of the Schwarzschild radius.
The points corresponds to the WAs (red open circles), non-UFOs (green filled triangles) and UFOs (blue filled circles), respectively. The
horizontal dashed line is only for reference to the linear ratio of one.
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of logξ (erg s−1 cm) vs. logNH (cm−2) (left panel), logξ (erg s−1 cm) vs. logvout (cm s−1) (central panel) and
logNH (cm−2) vs. logvout (cm s−1) (right panel) for the WAs (red), non-UFOs (green) and UFOs (blue). The solid lines represent the
best-fit linear correlations and the gray shadowed areas indicate to the 2σ contours.

Figure 2. Scatter plots and linear regressions (solid lines) between the outflow velocity logv (cm s−1), the outflow kinetic power logĖK

((a), in units of LEdd), the mass outflow rate logṀout ((b), in units of ṀEdd) and the ratio log(Ṁout/Ṁacc) ((c), the horizontal dotted
line is only for reference to a linear ratio of unity). The vertical dashed lines indicate the speed of light. The points relative to the WAs
(red open circles), non-UFOs (green filled triangles) and UFOs (blue filled circles) are reported.
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L2 F. Tombesi et al.

In this Letter we will constrain the distance of UFOs from the
central supermassive black hole (SMBH), and we will also quan-
tify their energetics and mass content, which are crucial for the
understanding of their contribution to the overall energetic bud-
get of AGNs and possible feedback impact on the surrounding
environment. The analysis of the possible correlations among the
parameters and a comparison with the soft X-ray warm absorbers
is postponed to a successive Paper IV of this series.

2 LO C ATI O N A N D E N E R G E T I C S

We base our estimates using the outflow velocity, ionization param-
eter and column density of the Fe K absorbers reported in table 3
of Paper II. The sources and relative XMM–Newton observations
are reported in Table 1. There, we also list the estimated SMBH
masses and the absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities calculated
in the 2–10 keV and 1–1000 Rydberg (1 Rydberg = 13.6 eV; see
column 5).

An estimate of the maximum distance from the central source
can be derived from the definition of the ionization parame-
ter ξ = Lion/nr2 (Tarter et al. 1969). For compact absorbers
we obtain r ≤ rmax = Lion/ξNH. On the other hand, an esti-
mate of the minimum distance can be derived from the radius at
which the observed velocity corresponds to the escape velocity,
r ≥ rmin = 2 GMBH/v2

out. The derived values and errors are reported

Figure 1. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the distance
of the Fe K absorbers from the central SMBH. The vertical line separates
the UFOs (left) and non-UFOs (right).

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The average location of UFOs and non-UFOs
is between ∼0.0003 and 0.03 pc (∼ 102–104rs , rs = 2GMBH/c2)
and ∼0.03 and 0.3pc (∼104–105rs), respectively. Both of these
ranges are within, or comparable to, the typical location of the soft
X-ray warm absorbers, at ∼pc scales (Blustin et al. 2005; McKernan
et al. 2007). Therefore, this strongly suggests a direct identification

Table 1. Location and energetics of the Fe K absorbers.

Source logMBH XMM Obs logL a logrmin logrmax logṀmin
out logṀmax

out logĖmin
K logĖmax

K
(M$) (erg s−1) (cm) (cm) (g s−1) (g s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

UFOs

1 NGC 4151 7.1 ± 0.2b 0402660201 42.5/42.9 14.6 ± 0.2 <15.8 >23.2 24.4 ± 0.5 >41.9 43.1 ± 0.5
2 IC 4329A 8.1 ± 0.2c 0147440101 43.7/44.1 15.6 ± 0.2 <16.5 >24.2 25.0 ± 0.9 >42.8 43.6 ± 0.9
3 Mrk 509 8.1 ± 0.1b 0130720101 43.9/44.2 15.1 ± 0.1 <16.3 >24.4 25.7 ± 0.6 >43.5 44.8 ± 0.6
4 0306090201 44.0/44.4 15.3 ± 0.1 <16.6 >24.5 25.8 ± 1.0 >43.4 44.7 ± 1.0
5 0306090401 44.0/44.4 14.9 ± 0.1 <18.1 >23.5 26.8 ± 1.5 >42.8 46.1 ± 1.5
6 Ark 120 8.2 ± 0.1b 0147190101 44.0/44.5 14.8 ± 0.1 <17.9 >23.5 26.7 ± 1.3 >43.1 46.2 ± 1.3
7 Mrk 79 7.7 ± 0.1b 0400070201 43.4/43.9 15.3 ± 0.1 16.5 ± 0.4 24.7 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.2 43.3 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.2
8 NGC 4051 6.3 ± 0.4d 0109141401 41.5/42.3 14.7 ± 0.7 <15.9 >22.5 23.8 ± 1.6 >40.3 41.6 ± 1.7
9 0157560101 41.0/42.0 13.2 ± 0.2 16.2 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 41.8 ± 0.2 44.8 ± 0.2

10 Mrk 766 6.1 ± 0.4d 0304030301 42.6/43.2 13.8 ± 0.4 17.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 0.4 25.7 ± 0.5 40.8 ± 0.4 44.2 ± 0.5
11 0304030501 42.8/43.4 13.7 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 0.2 22.9 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 43.8 ± 0.1
12 Mrk 841 7.8 ± 0.5f 0205340401 43.5/43.9 15.8 ± 0.6 <18.0 >23.8 26.0 ± 1.2 >41.9 44.1 ± 1.2
13 1H0419−577 8.6 ± 0.5e 0148000201 44.3/44.6 16.3 ± 0.5 17.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 0.5 43.9 ± 0.7 45.5 ± 0.5
14 Mrk 290 7.7 ± 0.5f 0400360601 43.2/43.6 14.8 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.3 24.3 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 1.2 43.4 ± 0.9 45.3 ± 1.2
15 Mrk 205 8.6 ± 1.0g 0124110101 43.8/44.2 16.1 ± 1.0 <16.2 >25.6 25.6 ± 0.6 >44.1 44.3 ± 0.6
16 PG 1211+143 8.2 ± 0.2b 0112610101 43.7/44.3 15.3 ± 0.2 18.5 ± 0.1 24.7 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.1
17 MCG−5-23-16 7.6 ± 1.0g 0302850201 43.1/43.5 15.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 0.1 23.9 ± 1.0 25.5 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 1.0 44.3 ± 0.2
18 NGC 4507 6.4 ± 0.5f 0006220201 43.1/43.4 13.3 ± 0.5 <16.9 >21.9 25.4 ± 1.1 >41.2 44.6 ± 1.1
19 NGC 7582 7.1 ± 1.0g 0112310201 41.6/42.0 13.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 1.1 44.9 ± 0.1

non-UFOs

20 NGC 3783 7.5 ± 0.1b 0112210101 43.1/43.6 17.0 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 26.7 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.4
21 0112210201 43.0/43.4 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.7 >41.1 <42.0
22 0112210501 43.1/43.5 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.6 >41.1 <42.0
23 NGC 3516 7.2 ± 0.2h 0401210401 43.0/43.8 17.1 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.2 24.8 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.3
24 0401210501 43.0/43.7 16.8 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.3 24.8 ± 0.1 41.3 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.2
25 0401210601 42.9/43.6 16.6 ± 0.2 16.7 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.2
26 0401211001 43.0/43.7 16.4 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.2 24.6 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 41.8 ± 0.2
27 Mrk 279 7.5 ± 0.2b 0302480501 43.7/44.1 >17.3 17.9 ± 0.7 >24.9 <25.5 >41.2 <41.8
28 ESO 323−G77 7.4 ± 0.5f 0300240501 43.0/44.0 16.7 ± 0.6 17.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.4 42.1 ± 0.7 42.4 ± 0.5

a2–10 keV luminosity L2–10 over ionizing luminosity Lion; bPeterson et al. (2004); cMarkowitz et al. (2009); dBentz et al. (2009); eBian & Zhao (2003);
f Wang & Zhang (2007); gWandel & Mushotzky (1986); hOnken et al. (2003).
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In this Letter we will constrain the distance of UFOs from the
central supermassive black hole (SMBH), and we will also quan-
tify their energetics and mass content, which are crucial for the
understanding of their contribution to the overall energetic bud-
get of AGNs and possible feedback impact on the surrounding
environment. The analysis of the possible correlations among the
parameters and a comparison with the soft X-ray warm absorbers
is postponed to a successive Paper IV of this series.

2 LO C ATI O N A N D E N E R G E T I C S

We base our estimates using the outflow velocity, ionization param-
eter and column density of the Fe K absorbers reported in table 3
of Paper II. The sources and relative XMM–Newton observations
are reported in Table 1. There, we also list the estimated SMBH
masses and the absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities calculated
in the 2–10 keV and 1–1000 Rydberg (1 Rydberg = 13.6 eV; see
column 5).

An estimate of the maximum distance from the central source
can be derived from the definition of the ionization parame-
ter ξ = Lion/nr2 (Tarter et al. 1969). For compact absorbers
we obtain r ≤ rmax = Lion/ξNH. On the other hand, an esti-
mate of the minimum distance can be derived from the radius at
which the observed velocity corresponds to the escape velocity,
r ≥ rmin = 2 GMBH/v2

out. The derived values and errors are reported

Figure 1. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the distance
of the Fe K absorbers from the central SMBH. The vertical line separates
the UFOs (left) and non-UFOs (right).

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The average location of UFOs and non-UFOs
is between ∼0.0003 and 0.03 pc (∼ 102–104rs , rs = 2GMBH/c2)
and ∼0.03 and 0.3pc (∼104–105rs), respectively. Both of these
ranges are within, or comparable to, the typical location of the soft
X-ray warm absorbers, at ∼pc scales (Blustin et al. 2005; McKernan
et al. 2007). Therefore, this strongly suggests a direct identification

Table 1. Location and energetics of the Fe K absorbers.

Source logMBH XMM Obs logL a logrmin logrmax logṀmin
out logṀmax

out logĖmin
K logĖmax

K
(M$) (erg s−1) (cm) (cm) (g s−1) (g s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

UFOs

1 NGC 4151 7.1 ± 0.2b 0402660201 42.5/42.9 14.6 ± 0.2 <15.8 >23.2 24.4 ± 0.5 >41.9 43.1 ± 0.5
2 IC 4329A 8.1 ± 0.2c 0147440101 43.7/44.1 15.6 ± 0.2 <16.5 >24.2 25.0 ± 0.9 >42.8 43.6 ± 0.9
3 Mrk 509 8.1 ± 0.1b 0130720101 43.9/44.2 15.1 ± 0.1 <16.3 >24.4 25.7 ± 0.6 >43.5 44.8 ± 0.6
4 0306090201 44.0/44.4 15.3 ± 0.1 <16.6 >24.5 25.8 ± 1.0 >43.4 44.7 ± 1.0
5 0306090401 44.0/44.4 14.9 ± 0.1 <18.1 >23.5 26.8 ± 1.5 >42.8 46.1 ± 1.5
6 Ark 120 8.2 ± 0.1b 0147190101 44.0/44.5 14.8 ± 0.1 <17.9 >23.5 26.7 ± 1.3 >43.1 46.2 ± 1.3
7 Mrk 79 7.7 ± 0.1b 0400070201 43.4/43.9 15.3 ± 0.1 16.5 ± 0.4 24.7 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.2 43.3 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.2
8 NGC 4051 6.3 ± 0.4d 0109141401 41.5/42.3 14.7 ± 0.7 <15.9 >22.5 23.8 ± 1.6 >40.3 41.6 ± 1.7
9 0157560101 41.0/42.0 13.2 ± 0.2 16.2 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 41.8 ± 0.2 44.8 ± 0.2

10 Mrk 766 6.1 ± 0.4d 0304030301 42.6/43.2 13.8 ± 0.4 17.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 0.4 25.7 ± 0.5 40.8 ± 0.4 44.2 ± 0.5
11 0304030501 42.8/43.4 13.7 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 0.2 22.9 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 43.8 ± 0.1
12 Mrk 841 7.8 ± 0.5f 0205340401 43.5/43.9 15.8 ± 0.6 <18.0 >23.8 26.0 ± 1.2 >41.9 44.1 ± 1.2
13 1H0419−577 8.6 ± 0.5e 0148000201 44.3/44.6 16.3 ± 0.5 17.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 0.5 43.9 ± 0.7 45.5 ± 0.5
14 Mrk 290 7.7 ± 0.5f 0400360601 43.2/43.6 14.8 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.3 24.3 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 1.2 43.4 ± 0.9 45.3 ± 1.2
15 Mrk 205 8.6 ± 1.0g 0124110101 43.8/44.2 16.1 ± 1.0 <16.2 >25.6 25.6 ± 0.6 >44.1 44.3 ± 0.6
16 PG 1211+143 8.2 ± 0.2b 0112610101 43.7/44.3 15.3 ± 0.2 18.5 ± 0.1 24.7 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.1
17 MCG−5-23-16 7.6 ± 1.0g 0302850201 43.1/43.5 15.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 0.1 23.9 ± 1.0 25.5 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 1.0 44.3 ± 0.2
18 NGC 4507 6.4 ± 0.5f 0006220201 43.1/43.4 13.3 ± 0.5 <16.9 >21.9 25.4 ± 1.1 >41.2 44.6 ± 1.1
19 NGC 7582 7.1 ± 1.0g 0112310201 41.6/42.0 13.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 1.1 44.9 ± 0.1

non-UFOs

20 NGC 3783 7.5 ± 0.1b 0112210101 43.1/43.6 17.0 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 26.7 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.4
21 0112210201 43.0/43.4 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.7 >41.1 <42.0
22 0112210501 43.1/43.5 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.6 >41.1 <42.0
23 NGC 3516 7.2 ± 0.2h 0401210401 43.0/43.8 17.1 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.2 24.8 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.3
24 0401210501 43.0/43.7 16.8 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.3 24.8 ± 0.1 41.3 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.2
25 0401210601 42.9/43.6 16.6 ± 0.2 16.7 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.2
26 0401211001 43.0/43.7 16.4 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.2 24.6 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 41.8 ± 0.2
27 Mrk 279 7.5 ± 0.2b 0302480501 43.7/44.1 >17.3 17.9 ± 0.7 >24.9 <25.5 >41.2 <41.8
28 ESO 323−G77 7.4 ± 0.5f 0300240501 43.0/44.0 16.7 ± 0.6 17.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.4 42.1 ± 0.7 42.4 ± 0.5

a2–10 keV luminosity L2–10 over ionizing luminosity Lion; bPeterson et al. (2004); cMarkowitz et al. (2009); dBentz et al. (2009); eBian & Zhao (2003);
f Wang & Zhang (2007); gWandel & Mushotzky (1986); hOnken et al. (2003).
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of Paper II. The sources and relative XMM–Newton observations
are reported in Table 1. There, we also list the estimated SMBH
masses and the absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities calculated
in the 2–10 keV and 1–1000 Rydberg (1 Rydberg = 13.6 eV; see
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An estimate of the maximum distance from the central source
can be derived from the definition of the ionization parame-
ter ξ = Lion/nr2 (Tarter et al. 1969). For compact absorbers
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Figure 1. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the distance
of the Fe K absorbers from the central SMBH. The vertical line separates
the UFOs (left) and non-UFOs (right).

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The average location of UFOs and non-UFOs
is between ∼0.0003 and 0.03 pc (∼ 102–104rs , rs = 2GMBH/c2)
and ∼0.03 and 0.3pc (∼104–105rs), respectively. Both of these
ranges are within, or comparable to, the typical location of the soft
X-ray warm absorbers, at ∼pc scales (Blustin et al. 2005; McKernan
et al. 2007). Therefore, this strongly suggests a direct identification

Table 1. Location and energetics of the Fe K absorbers.

Source logMBH XMM Obs logL a logrmin logrmax logṀmin
out logṀmax

out logĖmin
K logĖmax

K
(M$) (erg s−1) (cm) (cm) (g s−1) (g s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

UFOs

1 NGC 4151 7.1 ± 0.2b 0402660201 42.5/42.9 14.6 ± 0.2 <15.8 >23.2 24.4 ± 0.5 >41.9 43.1 ± 0.5
2 IC 4329A 8.1 ± 0.2c 0147440101 43.7/44.1 15.6 ± 0.2 <16.5 >24.2 25.0 ± 0.9 >42.8 43.6 ± 0.9
3 Mrk 509 8.1 ± 0.1b 0130720101 43.9/44.2 15.1 ± 0.1 <16.3 >24.4 25.7 ± 0.6 >43.5 44.8 ± 0.6
4 0306090201 44.0/44.4 15.3 ± 0.1 <16.6 >24.5 25.8 ± 1.0 >43.4 44.7 ± 1.0
5 0306090401 44.0/44.4 14.9 ± 0.1 <18.1 >23.5 26.8 ± 1.5 >42.8 46.1 ± 1.5
6 Ark 120 8.2 ± 0.1b 0147190101 44.0/44.5 14.8 ± 0.1 <17.9 >23.5 26.7 ± 1.3 >43.1 46.2 ± 1.3
7 Mrk 79 7.7 ± 0.1b 0400070201 43.4/43.9 15.3 ± 0.1 16.5 ± 0.4 24.7 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.2 43.3 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.2
8 NGC 4051 6.3 ± 0.4d 0109141401 41.5/42.3 14.7 ± 0.7 <15.9 >22.5 23.8 ± 1.6 >40.3 41.6 ± 1.7
9 0157560101 41.0/42.0 13.2 ± 0.2 16.2 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 41.8 ± 0.2 44.8 ± 0.2

10 Mrk 766 6.1 ± 0.4d 0304030301 42.6/43.2 13.8 ± 0.4 17.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 0.4 25.7 ± 0.5 40.8 ± 0.4 44.2 ± 0.5
11 0304030501 42.8/43.4 13.7 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 0.2 22.9 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 43.8 ± 0.1
12 Mrk 841 7.8 ± 0.5f 0205340401 43.5/43.9 15.8 ± 0.6 <18.0 >23.8 26.0 ± 1.2 >41.9 44.1 ± 1.2
13 1H0419−577 8.6 ± 0.5e 0148000201 44.3/44.6 16.3 ± 0.5 17.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 0.5 43.9 ± 0.7 45.5 ± 0.5
14 Mrk 290 7.7 ± 0.5f 0400360601 43.2/43.6 14.8 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.3 24.3 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 1.2 43.4 ± 0.9 45.3 ± 1.2
15 Mrk 205 8.6 ± 1.0g 0124110101 43.8/44.2 16.1 ± 1.0 <16.2 >25.6 25.6 ± 0.6 >44.1 44.3 ± 0.6
16 PG 1211+143 8.2 ± 0.2b 0112610101 43.7/44.3 15.3 ± 0.2 18.5 ± 0.1 24.7 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.1
17 MCG−5-23-16 7.6 ± 1.0g 0302850201 43.1/43.5 15.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 0.1 23.9 ± 1.0 25.5 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 1.0 44.3 ± 0.2
18 NGC 4507 6.4 ± 0.5f 0006220201 43.1/43.4 13.3 ± 0.5 <16.9 >21.9 25.4 ± 1.1 >41.2 44.6 ± 1.1
19 NGC 7582 7.1 ± 1.0g 0112310201 41.6/42.0 13.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 1.1 44.9 ± 0.1

non-UFOs

20 NGC 3783 7.5 ± 0.1b 0112210101 43.1/43.6 17.0 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 26.7 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.4
21 0112210201 43.0/43.4 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.7 >41.1 <42.0
22 0112210501 43.1/43.5 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.6 >41.1 <42.0
23 NGC 3516 7.2 ± 0.2h 0401210401 43.0/43.8 17.1 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.2 24.8 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.3
24 0401210501 43.0/43.7 16.8 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.3 24.8 ± 0.1 41.3 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.2
25 0401210601 42.9/43.6 16.6 ± 0.2 16.7 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.2
26 0401211001 43.0/43.7 16.4 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.2 24.6 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 41.8 ± 0.2
27 Mrk 279 7.5 ± 0.2b 0302480501 43.7/44.1 >17.3 17.9 ± 0.7 >24.9 <25.5 >41.2 <41.8
28 ESO 323−G77 7.4 ± 0.5f 0300240501 43.0/44.0 16.7 ± 0.6 17.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.4 42.1 ± 0.7 42.4 ± 0.5

a2–10 keV luminosity L2–10 over ionizing luminosity Lion; bPeterson et al. (2004); cMarkowitz et al. (2009); dBentz et al. (2009); eBian & Zhao (2003);
f Wang & Zhang (2007); gWandel & Mushotzky (1986); hOnken et al. (2003).
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with accretion disc winds/outflows. It is also important to note that
there is a continuity between the two intervals, with the UFOs sys-
tematically closer in. The observed spectral variability, even on
time-scales of ∼days in some cases (e.g. Braito et al. 2007; Cappi
et al. 2009; Paper I; Tombesi et al. 2011b), is also consistent with
the assumption of compact absorbers and the location being close
to the SMBH. This also suggests that they are probably intermittent
and/or clumpy.

We use the expression for the mass outflow rate derived by
Krongold et al. (2007), which is more appropriate for a biconi-
cal wind-like geometry instead of a simple spherical one: Ṁout =
0.8 πmpNHvoutrf (δ, φ). f (δ,φ) is a function that depends on the
angle between the line of sight to the central source and the ac-
cretion disc plane, δ, and the angle formed by the wind with the
accretion disc, φ (see fig. 12 of Krongold et al. 2007). For a vertical
disc wind (φ = π/2) and an average line-of-sight angle δ = 30◦

for the Seyferts considered here, f (δ, φ) # 1.5. This mass outflow
rate formula has also the important advantage of not relying on the
estimate of the covering and filling factors. This is due to the fact
that it takes into account only the net observed thickness of the gas,
allowing for clumping in the flow. Thus, there is not the need to
include a linear (or volume) filling factor, since we are interested in
estimating the net flow of mass, starting from the observed column
density and velocity. Moreover, the covering factor is implicitly
taken into account by the function f (δ,φ) when calculating the
area filled by the gas, constrained between the inner and outer con-
ical surfaces. The assumptions are that the thickness of the wind
between the two conical surfaces is constant with δ and that this
is much smaller than the distance to the source. Full details on the
derivation of this formula can be found in appendix 2 of Krongold
et al. (2007). However, it is important to note that we obtain equiv-
alent results including a clumpiness factor of #R/R along the line
of sight in the spherical approximation case (Tombesi et al. 2010b,
2011b) and using a covering fraction C # 0.2f (δ, φ) # 0.4, which
is consistent with the value derived observationally from the detec-
tion fraction of UFOs in Paper I and Paper II. Using the lower/upper
limits on the distance we can thus estimate the lower/upper limits
on the mass outflow rate and relative errors (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
The average values are in the range ∼0.01–1 M$ yr−1 for the UFOs
and ∼0.1–0.5 M$ yr−1 for the non-UFOs. They are consistent with
each other.

The kinetic or mechanical power of the outflows can be estimated
as ĖK = (1/2)Ṁoutv

2
out. The lower/upper limits and relative errors

are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The average values for UFOs and
non-UFOs are logĖK # 42.6–44.6 and #41.3–42 erg s−1, respec-
tively. This is comparable to the X-ray ionizing luminosity Lion,
and, again, there is a continuity between the two intervals, with
UFOs having systematically higher values. Theoretical models and
simulations show that the mechanical power needed by accretion
disc winds/outflows in order to have a significant feedback impact
on the surrounding environment is typically about 5 per cent of the
bolometric luminosity (Di Matteo et al. 2005; King 2010; Ostriker
et al. 2010; DeBuhr et al. 2011). However, a recent work by
Hopkins & Elvis (2010) demonstrated that the minimum ratio re-
quired is actually only ∼0.5 per cent. Using the lower limits on the
mechanical power and the upper limit on the bolometric correction
of K2–10 < 100 (see Section 3), we can derive an average lower
limit of ĖK/Lbol > 0.3 per cent for the UFOs. We stress that this
is the minimum possible value. In fact, given the uncertainty on the
bolometric correction and using the average upper limits on ĖK, we
obtain a maximum value that can potentially be comparable to Lbol.
Therefore, despite the significant uncertainties, we find that this

Figure 2. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mass
outflow rate of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs
(left) and non-UFOs (right).

Figure 3. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mechanical
power of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs (left) and
non-UFOs (right).

ratio is comparable or higher than the minimum value required to
imprint a significant feedback. The relative value for the non-UFOs
is instead lower, ĖK/Lbol ∼ 0.02–0.8 per cent, but still possibly
capable to generate at least a weak feedback.

As previously derived, the mass outflow rate can be significant,
even of the order of ∼1 M$ yr−1 or higher. It is then interesting to
know how this compares to the accretion rate, Ṁacc = Lbol/ηc2. To
quantify this we need to know the radiative efficiency η. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, this is not well determined for each source and
the uncertainties on Ṁacc can be significant. Therefore, considering
an upper limit K2–10 < 100 and a lower limit η ! 0.05, we esti-
mate that Ṁout/Ṁacc ! 5–10 per cent for both UFOs and non-UFOs.
However, given the significant uncertainties, the mass outflow rate
could potentially exceed the accretion rate in some cases. Finally,
due to the large uncertainties on the parameters in Table 1, we can-
not significantly constrain any variability of the outflow properties
for the five sources with multiple observations.

3 ER RO R A NA LY S I S

In the calculation of the parameters reported in Table 1, we took
into account the propagation of errors on the ionization parameter,
column density, outflow velocity and SMBH mass. Here we discuss
in more detail the possible sources of systematic uncertainty.
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with accretion disc winds/outflows. It is also important to note that
there is a continuity between the two intervals, with the UFOs sys-
tematically closer in. The observed spectral variability, even on
time-scales of ∼days in some cases (e.g. Braito et al. 2007; Cappi
et al. 2009; Paper I; Tombesi et al. 2011b), is also consistent with
the assumption of compact absorbers and the location being close
to the SMBH. This also suggests that they are probably intermittent
and/or clumpy.

We use the expression for the mass outflow rate derived by
Krongold et al. (2007), which is more appropriate for a biconi-
cal wind-like geometry instead of a simple spherical one: Ṁout =
0.8 πmpNHvoutrf (δ, φ). f (δ,φ) is a function that depends on the
angle between the line of sight to the central source and the ac-
cretion disc plane, δ, and the angle formed by the wind with the
accretion disc, φ (see fig. 12 of Krongold et al. 2007). For a vertical
disc wind (φ = π/2) and an average line-of-sight angle δ = 30◦

for the Seyferts considered here, f (δ, φ) # 1.5. This mass outflow
rate formula has also the important advantage of not relying on the
estimate of the covering and filling factors. This is due to the fact
that it takes into account only the net observed thickness of the gas,
allowing for clumping in the flow. Thus, there is not the need to
include a linear (or volume) filling factor, since we are interested in
estimating the net flow of mass, starting from the observed column
density and velocity. Moreover, the covering factor is implicitly
taken into account by the function f (δ,φ) when calculating the
area filled by the gas, constrained between the inner and outer con-
ical surfaces. The assumptions are that the thickness of the wind
between the two conical surfaces is constant with δ and that this
is much smaller than the distance to the source. Full details on the
derivation of this formula can be found in appendix 2 of Krongold
et al. (2007). However, it is important to note that we obtain equiv-
alent results including a clumpiness factor of #R/R along the line
of sight in the spherical approximation case (Tombesi et al. 2010b,
2011b) and using a covering fraction C # 0.2f (δ, φ) # 0.4, which
is consistent with the value derived observationally from the detec-
tion fraction of UFOs in Paper I and Paper II. Using the lower/upper
limits on the distance we can thus estimate the lower/upper limits
on the mass outflow rate and relative errors (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
The average values are in the range ∼0.01–1 M$ yr−1 for the UFOs
and ∼0.1–0.5 M$ yr−1 for the non-UFOs. They are consistent with
each other.

The kinetic or mechanical power of the outflows can be estimated
as ĖK = (1/2)Ṁoutv

2
out. The lower/upper limits and relative errors

are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The average values for UFOs and
non-UFOs are logĖK # 42.6–44.6 and #41.3–42 erg s−1, respec-
tively. This is comparable to the X-ray ionizing luminosity Lion,
and, again, there is a continuity between the two intervals, with
UFOs having systematically higher values. Theoretical models and
simulations show that the mechanical power needed by accretion
disc winds/outflows in order to have a significant feedback impact
on the surrounding environment is typically about 5 per cent of the
bolometric luminosity (Di Matteo et al. 2005; King 2010; Ostriker
et al. 2010; DeBuhr et al. 2011). However, a recent work by
Hopkins & Elvis (2010) demonstrated that the minimum ratio re-
quired is actually only ∼0.5 per cent. Using the lower limits on the
mechanical power and the upper limit on the bolometric correction
of K2–10 < 100 (see Section 3), we can derive an average lower
limit of ĖK/Lbol > 0.3 per cent for the UFOs. We stress that this
is the minimum possible value. In fact, given the uncertainty on the
bolometric correction and using the average upper limits on ĖK, we
obtain a maximum value that can potentially be comparable to Lbol.
Therefore, despite the significant uncertainties, we find that this

Figure 2. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mass
outflow rate of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs
(left) and non-UFOs (right).

Figure 3. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mechanical
power of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs (left) and
non-UFOs (right).

ratio is comparable or higher than the minimum value required to
imprint a significant feedback. The relative value for the non-UFOs
is instead lower, ĖK/Lbol ∼ 0.02–0.8 per cent, but still possibly
capable to generate at least a weak feedback.

As previously derived, the mass outflow rate can be significant,
even of the order of ∼1 M$ yr−1 or higher. It is then interesting to
know how this compares to the accretion rate, Ṁacc = Lbol/ηc2. To
quantify this we need to know the radiative efficiency η. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, this is not well determined for each source and
the uncertainties on Ṁacc can be significant. Therefore, considering
an upper limit K2–10 < 100 and a lower limit η ! 0.05, we esti-
mate that Ṁout/Ṁacc ! 5–10 per cent for both UFOs and non-UFOs.
However, given the significant uncertainties, the mass outflow rate
could potentially exceed the accretion rate in some cases. Finally,
due to the large uncertainties on the parameters in Table 1, we can-
not significantly constrain any variability of the outflow properties
for the five sources with multiple observations.

3 ER RO R A NA LY S I S

In the calculation of the parameters reported in Table 1, we took
into account the propagation of errors on the ionization parameter,
column density, outflow velocity and SMBH mass. Here we discuss
in more detail the possible sources of systematic uncertainty.
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In this Letter we will constrain the distance of UFOs from the
central supermassive black hole (SMBH), and we will also quan-
tify their energetics and mass content, which are crucial for the
understanding of their contribution to the overall energetic bud-
get of AGNs and possible feedback impact on the surrounding
environment. The analysis of the possible correlations among the
parameters and a comparison with the soft X-ray warm absorbers
is postponed to a successive Paper IV of this series.

2 LO C ATI O N A N D E N E R G E T I C S

We base our estimates using the outflow velocity, ionization param-
eter and column density of the Fe K absorbers reported in table 3
of Paper II. The sources and relative XMM–Newton observations
are reported in Table 1. There, we also list the estimated SMBH
masses and the absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities calculated
in the 2–10 keV and 1–1000 Rydberg (1 Rydberg = 13.6 eV; see
column 5).

An estimate of the maximum distance from the central source
can be derived from the definition of the ionization parame-
ter ξ = Lion/nr2 (Tarter et al. 1969). For compact absorbers
we obtain r ≤ rmax = Lion/ξNH. On the other hand, an esti-
mate of the minimum distance can be derived from the radius at
which the observed velocity corresponds to the escape velocity,
r ≥ rmin = 2 GMBH/v2

out. The derived values and errors are reported

Figure 1. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the distance
of the Fe K absorbers from the central SMBH. The vertical line separates
the UFOs (left) and non-UFOs (right).

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The average location of UFOs and non-UFOs
is between ∼0.0003 and 0.03 pc (∼ 102–104rs , rs = 2GMBH/c2)
and ∼0.03 and 0.3pc (∼104–105rs), respectively. Both of these
ranges are within, or comparable to, the typical location of the soft
X-ray warm absorbers, at ∼pc scales (Blustin et al. 2005; McKernan
et al. 2007). Therefore, this strongly suggests a direct identification

Table 1. Location and energetics of the Fe K absorbers.

Source logMBH XMM Obs logL a logrmin logrmax logṀmin
out logṀmax

out logĖmin
K logĖmax

K
(M$) (erg s−1) (cm) (cm) (g s−1) (g s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

UFOs

1 NGC 4151 7.1 ± 0.2b 0402660201 42.5/42.9 14.6 ± 0.2 <15.8 >23.2 24.4 ± 0.5 >41.9 43.1 ± 0.5
2 IC 4329A 8.1 ± 0.2c 0147440101 43.7/44.1 15.6 ± 0.2 <16.5 >24.2 25.0 ± 0.9 >42.8 43.6 ± 0.9
3 Mrk 509 8.1 ± 0.1b 0130720101 43.9/44.2 15.1 ± 0.1 <16.3 >24.4 25.7 ± 0.6 >43.5 44.8 ± 0.6
4 0306090201 44.0/44.4 15.3 ± 0.1 <16.6 >24.5 25.8 ± 1.0 >43.4 44.7 ± 1.0
5 0306090401 44.0/44.4 14.9 ± 0.1 <18.1 >23.5 26.8 ± 1.5 >42.8 46.1 ± 1.5
6 Ark 120 8.2 ± 0.1b 0147190101 44.0/44.5 14.8 ± 0.1 <17.9 >23.5 26.7 ± 1.3 >43.1 46.2 ± 1.3
7 Mrk 79 7.7 ± 0.1b 0400070201 43.4/43.9 15.3 ± 0.1 16.5 ± 0.4 24.7 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.2 43.3 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.2
8 NGC 4051 6.3 ± 0.4d 0109141401 41.5/42.3 14.7 ± 0.7 <15.9 >22.5 23.8 ± 1.6 >40.3 41.6 ± 1.7
9 0157560101 41.0/42.0 13.2 ± 0.2 16.2 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 41.8 ± 0.2 44.8 ± 0.2

10 Mrk 766 6.1 ± 0.4d 0304030301 42.6/43.2 13.8 ± 0.4 17.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 0.4 25.7 ± 0.5 40.8 ± 0.4 44.2 ± 0.5
11 0304030501 42.8/43.4 13.7 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 0.2 22.9 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 43.8 ± 0.1
12 Mrk 841 7.8 ± 0.5f 0205340401 43.5/43.9 15.8 ± 0.6 <18.0 >23.8 26.0 ± 1.2 >41.9 44.1 ± 1.2
13 1H0419−577 8.6 ± 0.5e 0148000201 44.3/44.6 16.3 ± 0.5 17.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 0.5 43.9 ± 0.7 45.5 ± 0.5
14 Mrk 290 7.7 ± 0.5f 0400360601 43.2/43.6 14.8 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.3 24.3 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 1.2 43.4 ± 0.9 45.3 ± 1.2
15 Mrk 205 8.6 ± 1.0g 0124110101 43.8/44.2 16.1 ± 1.0 <16.2 >25.6 25.6 ± 0.6 >44.1 44.3 ± 0.6
16 PG 1211+143 8.2 ± 0.2b 0112610101 43.7/44.3 15.3 ± 0.2 18.5 ± 0.1 24.7 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.1
17 MCG−5-23-16 7.6 ± 1.0g 0302850201 43.1/43.5 15.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 0.1 23.9 ± 1.0 25.5 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 1.0 44.3 ± 0.2
18 NGC 4507 6.4 ± 0.5f 0006220201 43.1/43.4 13.3 ± 0.5 <16.9 >21.9 25.4 ± 1.1 >41.2 44.6 ± 1.1
19 NGC 7582 7.1 ± 1.0g 0112310201 41.6/42.0 13.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 1.1 44.9 ± 0.1

non-UFOs

20 NGC 3783 7.5 ± 0.1b 0112210101 43.1/43.6 17.0 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 26.7 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.4
21 0112210201 43.0/43.4 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.7 >41.1 <42.0
22 0112210501 43.1/43.5 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.6 >41.1 <42.0
23 NGC 3516 7.2 ± 0.2h 0401210401 43.0/43.8 17.1 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.2 24.8 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.3
24 0401210501 43.0/43.7 16.8 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.3 24.8 ± 0.1 41.3 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.2
25 0401210601 42.9/43.6 16.6 ± 0.2 16.7 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.2
26 0401211001 43.0/43.7 16.4 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.2 24.6 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 41.8 ± 0.2
27 Mrk 279 7.5 ± 0.2b 0302480501 43.7/44.1 >17.3 17.9 ± 0.7 >24.9 <25.5 >41.2 <41.8
28 ESO 323−G77 7.4 ± 0.5f 0300240501 43.0/44.0 16.7 ± 0.6 17.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.4 42.1 ± 0.7 42.4 ± 0.5

a2–10 keV luminosity L2–10 over ionizing luminosity Lion; bPeterson et al. (2004); cMarkowitz et al. (2009); dBentz et al. (2009); eBian & Zhao (2003);
f Wang & Zhang (2007); gWandel & Mushotzky (1986); hOnken et al. (2003).
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In this Letter we will constrain the distance of UFOs from the
central supermassive black hole (SMBH), and we will also quan-
tify their energetics and mass content, which are crucial for the
understanding of their contribution to the overall energetic bud-
get of AGNs and possible feedback impact on the surrounding
environment. The analysis of the possible correlations among the
parameters and a comparison with the soft X-ray warm absorbers
is postponed to a successive Paper IV of this series.

2 LO C ATI O N A N D E N E R G E T I C S

We base our estimates using the outflow velocity, ionization param-
eter and column density of the Fe K absorbers reported in table 3
of Paper II. The sources and relative XMM–Newton observations
are reported in Table 1. There, we also list the estimated SMBH
masses and the absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities calculated
in the 2–10 keV and 1–1000 Rydberg (1 Rydberg = 13.6 eV; see
column 5).

An estimate of the maximum distance from the central source
can be derived from the definition of the ionization parame-
ter ξ = Lion/nr2 (Tarter et al. 1969). For compact absorbers
we obtain r ≤ rmax = Lion/ξNH. On the other hand, an esti-
mate of the minimum distance can be derived from the radius at
which the observed velocity corresponds to the escape velocity,
r ≥ rmin = 2 GMBH/v2

out. The derived values and errors are reported

Figure 1. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the distance
of the Fe K absorbers from the central SMBH. The vertical line separates
the UFOs (left) and non-UFOs (right).

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The average location of UFOs and non-UFOs
is between ∼0.0003 and 0.03 pc (∼ 102–104rs , rs = 2GMBH/c2)
and ∼0.03 and 0.3pc (∼104–105rs), respectively. Both of these
ranges are within, or comparable to, the typical location of the soft
X-ray warm absorbers, at ∼pc scales (Blustin et al. 2005; McKernan
et al. 2007). Therefore, this strongly suggests a direct identification

Table 1. Location and energetics of the Fe K absorbers.

Source logMBH XMM Obs logL a logrmin logrmax logṀmin
out logṀmax

out logĖmin
K logĖmax

K
(M$) (erg s−1) (cm) (cm) (g s−1) (g s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

UFOs

1 NGC 4151 7.1 ± 0.2b 0402660201 42.5/42.9 14.6 ± 0.2 <15.8 >23.2 24.4 ± 0.5 >41.9 43.1 ± 0.5
2 IC 4329A 8.1 ± 0.2c 0147440101 43.7/44.1 15.6 ± 0.2 <16.5 >24.2 25.0 ± 0.9 >42.8 43.6 ± 0.9
3 Mrk 509 8.1 ± 0.1b 0130720101 43.9/44.2 15.1 ± 0.1 <16.3 >24.4 25.7 ± 0.6 >43.5 44.8 ± 0.6
4 0306090201 44.0/44.4 15.3 ± 0.1 <16.6 >24.5 25.8 ± 1.0 >43.4 44.7 ± 1.0
5 0306090401 44.0/44.4 14.9 ± 0.1 <18.1 >23.5 26.8 ± 1.5 >42.8 46.1 ± 1.5
6 Ark 120 8.2 ± 0.1b 0147190101 44.0/44.5 14.8 ± 0.1 <17.9 >23.5 26.7 ± 1.3 >43.1 46.2 ± 1.3
7 Mrk 79 7.7 ± 0.1b 0400070201 43.4/43.9 15.3 ± 0.1 16.5 ± 0.4 24.7 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.2 43.3 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.2
8 NGC 4051 6.3 ± 0.4d 0109141401 41.5/42.3 14.7 ± 0.7 <15.9 >22.5 23.8 ± 1.6 >40.3 41.6 ± 1.7
9 0157560101 41.0/42.0 13.2 ± 0.2 16.2 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 41.8 ± 0.2 44.8 ± 0.2

10 Mrk 766 6.1 ± 0.4d 0304030301 42.6/43.2 13.8 ± 0.4 17.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 0.4 25.7 ± 0.5 40.8 ± 0.4 44.2 ± 0.5
11 0304030501 42.8/43.4 13.7 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 0.2 22.9 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 43.8 ± 0.1
12 Mrk 841 7.8 ± 0.5f 0205340401 43.5/43.9 15.8 ± 0.6 <18.0 >23.8 26.0 ± 1.2 >41.9 44.1 ± 1.2
13 1H0419−577 8.6 ± 0.5e 0148000201 44.3/44.6 16.3 ± 0.5 17.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 0.5 43.9 ± 0.7 45.5 ± 0.5
14 Mrk 290 7.7 ± 0.5f 0400360601 43.2/43.6 14.8 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.3 24.3 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 1.2 43.4 ± 0.9 45.3 ± 1.2
15 Mrk 205 8.6 ± 1.0g 0124110101 43.8/44.2 16.1 ± 1.0 <16.2 >25.6 25.6 ± 0.6 >44.1 44.3 ± 0.6
16 PG 1211+143 8.2 ± 0.2b 0112610101 43.7/44.3 15.3 ± 0.2 18.5 ± 0.1 24.7 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.1
17 MCG−5-23-16 7.6 ± 1.0g 0302850201 43.1/43.5 15.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 0.1 23.9 ± 1.0 25.5 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 1.0 44.3 ± 0.2
18 NGC 4507 6.4 ± 0.5f 0006220201 43.1/43.4 13.3 ± 0.5 <16.9 >21.9 25.4 ± 1.1 >41.2 44.6 ± 1.1
19 NGC 7582 7.1 ± 1.0g 0112310201 41.6/42.0 13.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 1.1 44.9 ± 0.1

non-UFOs

20 NGC 3783 7.5 ± 0.1b 0112210101 43.1/43.6 17.0 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.4 26.7 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.4
21 0112210201 43.0/43.4 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.7 >41.1 <42.0
22 0112210501 43.1/43.5 >17.3 18.1 ± 0.1 >24.8 <25.6 >41.1 <42.0
23 NGC 3516 7.2 ± 0.2h 0401210401 43.0/43.8 17.1 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.2 24.8 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.3
24 0401210501 43.0/43.7 16.8 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.3 24.8 ± 0.1 41.3 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.2
25 0401210601 42.9/43.6 16.6 ± 0.2 16.7 ± 0.2 24.7 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.2
26 0401211001 43.0/43.7 16.4 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.2 24.6 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 0.1 41.4 ± 0.4 41.8 ± 0.2
27 Mrk 279 7.5 ± 0.2b 0302480501 43.7/44.1 >17.3 17.9 ± 0.7 >24.9 <25.5 >41.2 <41.8
28 ESO 323−G77 7.4 ± 0.5f 0300240501 43.0/44.0 16.7 ± 0.6 17.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.4 42.1 ± 0.7 42.4 ± 0.5

a2–10 keV luminosity L2–10 over ionizing luminosity Lion; bPeterson et al. (2004); cMarkowitz et al. (2009); dBentz et al. (2009); eBian & Zhao (2003);
f Wang & Zhang (2007); gWandel & Mushotzky (1986); hOnken et al. (2003).
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Location and energetics of ultrafast outflows L3

with accretion disc winds/outflows. It is also important to note that
there is a continuity between the two intervals, with the UFOs sys-
tematically closer in. The observed spectral variability, even on
time-scales of ∼days in some cases (e.g. Braito et al. 2007; Cappi
et al. 2009; Paper I; Tombesi et al. 2011b), is also consistent with
the assumption of compact absorbers and the location being close
to the SMBH. This also suggests that they are probably intermittent
and/or clumpy.

We use the expression for the mass outflow rate derived by
Krongold et al. (2007), which is more appropriate for a biconi-
cal wind-like geometry instead of a simple spherical one: Ṁout =
0.8 πmpNHvoutrf (δ, φ). f (δ,φ) is a function that depends on the
angle between the line of sight to the central source and the ac-
cretion disc plane, δ, and the angle formed by the wind with the
accretion disc, φ (see fig. 12 of Krongold et al. 2007). For a vertical
disc wind (φ = π/2) and an average line-of-sight angle δ = 30◦

for the Seyferts considered here, f (δ, φ) # 1.5. This mass outflow
rate formula has also the important advantage of not relying on the
estimate of the covering and filling factors. This is due to the fact
that it takes into account only the net observed thickness of the gas,
allowing for clumping in the flow. Thus, there is not the need to
include a linear (or volume) filling factor, since we are interested in
estimating the net flow of mass, starting from the observed column
density and velocity. Moreover, the covering factor is implicitly
taken into account by the function f (δ,φ) when calculating the
area filled by the gas, constrained between the inner and outer con-
ical surfaces. The assumptions are that the thickness of the wind
between the two conical surfaces is constant with δ and that this
is much smaller than the distance to the source. Full details on the
derivation of this formula can be found in appendix 2 of Krongold
et al. (2007). However, it is important to note that we obtain equiv-
alent results including a clumpiness factor of #R/R along the line
of sight in the spherical approximation case (Tombesi et al. 2010b,
2011b) and using a covering fraction C # 0.2f (δ, φ) # 0.4, which
is consistent with the value derived observationally from the detec-
tion fraction of UFOs in Paper I and Paper II. Using the lower/upper
limits on the distance we can thus estimate the lower/upper limits
on the mass outflow rate and relative errors (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
The average values are in the range ∼0.01–1 M$ yr−1 for the UFOs
and ∼0.1–0.5 M$ yr−1 for the non-UFOs. They are consistent with
each other.

The kinetic or mechanical power of the outflows can be estimated
as ĖK = (1/2)Ṁoutv

2
out. The lower/upper limits and relative errors

are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The average values for UFOs and
non-UFOs are logĖK # 42.6–44.6 and #41.3–42 erg s−1, respec-
tively. This is comparable to the X-ray ionizing luminosity Lion,
and, again, there is a continuity between the two intervals, with
UFOs having systematically higher values. Theoretical models and
simulations show that the mechanical power needed by accretion
disc winds/outflows in order to have a significant feedback impact
on the surrounding environment is typically about 5 per cent of the
bolometric luminosity (Di Matteo et al. 2005; King 2010; Ostriker
et al. 2010; DeBuhr et al. 2011). However, a recent work by
Hopkins & Elvis (2010) demonstrated that the minimum ratio re-
quired is actually only ∼0.5 per cent. Using the lower limits on the
mechanical power and the upper limit on the bolometric correction
of K2–10 < 100 (see Section 3), we can derive an average lower
limit of ĖK/Lbol > 0.3 per cent for the UFOs. We stress that this
is the minimum possible value. In fact, given the uncertainty on the
bolometric correction and using the average upper limits on ĖK, we
obtain a maximum value that can potentially be comparable to Lbol.
Therefore, despite the significant uncertainties, we find that this

Figure 2. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mass
outflow rate of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs
(left) and non-UFOs (right).

Figure 3. Lower (filled circles) and upper limits (crosses) on the mechanical
power of the Fe K absorbers. The vertical line separates the UFOs (left) and
non-UFOs (right).

ratio is comparable or higher than the minimum value required to
imprint a significant feedback. The relative value for the non-UFOs
is instead lower, ĖK/Lbol ∼ 0.02–0.8 per cent, but still possibly
capable to generate at least a weak feedback.

As previously derived, the mass outflow rate can be significant,
even of the order of ∼1 M$ yr−1 or higher. It is then interesting to
know how this compares to the accretion rate, Ṁacc = Lbol/ηc2. To
quantify this we need to know the radiative efficiency η. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, this is not well determined for each source and
the uncertainties on Ṁacc can be significant. Therefore, considering
an upper limit K2–10 < 100 and a lower limit η ! 0.05, we esti-
mate that Ṁout/Ṁacc ! 5–10 per cent for both UFOs and non-UFOs.
However, given the significant uncertainties, the mass outflow rate
could potentially exceed the accretion rate in some cases. Finally,
due to the large uncertainties on the parameters in Table 1, we can-
not significantly constrain any variability of the outflow properties
for the five sources with multiple observations.

3 ER RO R A NA LY S I S

In the calculation of the parameters reported in Table 1, we took
into account the propagation of errors on the ionization parameter,
column density, outflow velocity and SMBH mass. Here we discuss
in more detail the possible sources of systematic uncertainty.

C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 422, L1–L5
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Table 1
Log of Observations of APM 08279+5255

Observation Date Observatory Observation Timea Nsc
b f0.2−2

c f2−10
c

ID (ks) net counts (erg s−1 cm−2) (erg s−1 cm−2)

2002 Feb 24 (epoch 1) Chandra 2979 88.82 5,627 ± 75 1.8+0.1
−0.1 4.3+0.1

−0.1

2002 Apr 28 (epoch 2) XMM-Newton 0092800201 83.46 12,820 ± 139 1.9+0.1
−0.1 4.1+0.1

−0.1

2007 Oct 06 (epoch 3) XMM-Newton 0502220201 56.38 11,400 ± 114 2.5+0.1
−0.1 3.9+0.1

−0.1

2007 Oct 22 (epoch 4) XMM-Newton 0502220301 60.37 16,698 ± 133 3.5+0.1
−0.1 5.0+0.1

−0.1

2008 Jan 14 (epoch 5) Chandra 7684 88.06 6,938 ± 83 1.9+0.2
−0.2 4.5+0.2

−0.2

Notes.
a Time is the effective exposure time remaining after the application of good time-interval (GTI) tables and the removal of portions
of the observation that were severely contaminated by background flaring.
b Background-subtracted source counts including events with energies within the 0.2–10 keV band. The source counts and effective
exposure times for the XMM-Newton observations refer to those obtained with the EPIC PN instrument. See Section 2 for details on
source and background extraction regions used for measuring Nsc.
c The absorbed fluxes (in units of 10−13 ergs cm−2 s−1) in the 0.2–2 keV and 2–10 keV observed-frame band are obtained using the
model APL+2AL (model 6; Section 3). The errors are at the 68% confidence level.

Both approaches resulted in values for the fitted parameters
that were consistent within the errors, however, the fits to the
higher quality pn data alone provided higher quality fits as
indicated by the reduced χ2 values of these fits. We therefore
consider the results from the fits to the pn data alone more
reliable especially for characterizing the properties of the X-ray
absorption features.

For the reduction of the Chandra observations we used
standard CXC threads to screen the data for status, grade, and
time intervals of acceptable aspect solution and background
levels. The pointings placed APM 08279+5255 on the back-
illuminated S3 chip of ACIS. To improve the spatial resolution,
we removed a ± 0′′.25 randomization applied to the event
positions in the CXC processing and employed a sub-pixel
resolution technique developed by Tsunemi et al. (2001).

In both the XMM-Newton and Chandra analyses, we tested the
sensitivity of our results to the selected background and source-
extraction regions by varying the locations of the background
regions and varying the sizes of the source-extraction regions.
We did not find any significant change in the background-
subtracted spectra. For all models of APM 08279+5255, we
included Galactic absorption due to neutral gas with a column
density of NH = 3.9 × 1020 cm−2 (Stark et al. 1992). All
quoted errors are at the 90% confidence level unless mentioned
otherwise.

2.2. Chandra and XMM-Newton Spectral Analysis of
APM 08279+5255

We first fitted the Chandra and XMM-Newton spectra of APM
08279+5255 with a simple model consisting of a power law with
neutral intrinsic absorption at z = 3.91 (model 1 of Table 2).
These fits are not acceptable in a statistical sense as indicated
by the reduced χ2. The residuals between the fitted simple
absorbed power-law (APL) model and the data show significant
absorption for energies in the observed-frame band of <0.6 keV
(referred to henceforth as low-energy absorption) and 2–5 keV
(referred to henceforth as high-energy absorption).

To illustrate the presence of these low- and high-energy
absorption features, we fit the spectra from observed-frame
4.5–10 keV with a power-law model (modified by Galactic
absorption) and extrapolated this model to the energy ranges
not fit. The residuals of these fits are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Significant low- and high-energy absorption are evident in all
observations.

0
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2002 Feb 24
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2008 Jan 14 
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∆χ

Figure 1. ∆χ residuals between the best-fit Galactic absorption and power-law
model and the Chandra ACIS spectra of APM 08279+5255. This model is fit
to events with energies lying within the ranges 4.5–10 keV. The arrows indicate
the best-fit energies of the absorption lines of the first and second outflow
components for epoch 1 (top panel) and epoch 5 (lower panel) obtained in fits
that used model 6 of Table 2.

We proceed by fitting the spectra of APM 08279+5255
with the following models: (1) APL; (2) APL with a notch
(APL+No); (3) ionized-APL with a notch (IAPL+No); (4)
APL with an absorption edge (APL+Ed); (5) ionized-APL with
an absorption edge (IAPL+Ed); (6) APL with two absorption
lines (APL+2AL); (7) ionized-APL with two absorption lines
(IAPL+2AL); (8) APL with two intrinsic ionized absorbers
(APL + 2IA); and 9) APL with two partially covered intrinsic
ionized absorbers (APL+PC*(2IA)). The XSPEC notations for
these models are given in the notes of Tables 2 and 3.

The results from fitting these models to the three XMM-
Newton and two Chandra spectra are presented in Tables 2
and 3. For spectral fits using models 3, 5, and 7, the low-energy
absorption is modeled using the photoionization model absori
contained in XSPEC (Done et al. 1992). We note that the absori
model is just a first approximation to what is likely a more

APM 08279+5255 (z=3.91) 
Chartas et al. 2009 Vout~0.2-0.76 c  
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Relativistic outflow or absorption edge in the z=2.73 QSO HS 1700+6416?
G. Lanzuisi1 ; M. Giustini1; M. Cappi1; M. Dadina1; G. Malaguti1; C. Vignali2

1 INAF/IASF-BO; 2 Universit‡ di Bologna  

Abstract We present the detection of broad absorption features in the X-ray spectrum of the quasar HS 1700+6416, indicating either the presence of high 

velocity out-flowing gas or a huge absorption edge from Fe. HS 1700+6416 is a high-z (z=2.735), high luminosity quasar, classified as a Narrow Absorption 

Line (NAL) QSO. One broad absorption feature is clearly visible in the 50ks Chandra observation taken in 2000, while two similar features, at different 

energies, are visible when the 8 contiguous Chandra observations carried out in 2007 are merged together. The XMM-Newton observation taken in 2002, 

despite strong background flares, shows an hint of such a feature at lower energies.

50 ks Chandra spectrum (2000)

Fig. 6 shows the spectrum of HS1700+6416 obtained from the 50 ks Chandra observation. The counts are binned to a minimum significant detection of 3, 

for plotting purpose (we applied the Cash statistic). The fit to a simple absorbed power-law model shows significant residuals around ~3 keV, suggesting the 

presence of a strong absorption feature. When adding an absorption Gaussian line, the C-stat is  20.3 for 3 additional parameters. 

The significance is >4 with F-test, confirmed with extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. The rest frame line energy is E_line=10.26±0.75 keV, the line width 

=1.6 ±0.5 keV and the equivalent width EW=-0.83 keV (rest frame).  Fig 7, 8 show the 68, 90, 99% confidence contours of E_line vs.  and E_line vs. 

Normalization, respectively. If the absorption feature is due Fe XXV or Fe XXVI K , the observed E_line translates in an outflowing velocity   v_out=0.38±0.10 

c. If modeled with the ionized absorber model XSTAR (Kallman & Bautista 2001), we have to add two ionized gas shells, with slightly different v_out, and 

both with high Nh and  

(Nh>4x1023 cm-2, Log >3.3 ) and 

turbulence velocity v_turb=5000 km/s, to 

reproduce the huge width of the feature. 

If modeled with an absorption edge, the rest 

frame edge energy  is E_edge=8.95±0.30 keV 

and the absorption depth is =1.85±0.83. 

E_edge is consistent with K shell ionization 

thresholds of Fe XVI-FeXXVI with 0 v_out 

(Hasinger et al. 2002).

For all the 3 models, the C-stat is similar,

i.e. the quality of the data do not allow to 

distinguish between the different scenarios.

 

XMM spectrum (2002)

The 30 ks XMM observation of 2002 is affected by strong background 

flares. The resulting net exposure is only ~10 ks for pn and MOS cameras 

(~300 counts).

Despite the bad data 

Quality, an hint of the 

presence of an absorption 

feature around  2 keV 

can be seen in the 

residuals (fig. 12). The 

C is 15.7 and the 

confidence level is

~2.5. The E_line=8.05

±0.30 KeV, implies 

v_out~0.14c.

Short and long term X-ray variability

Given the exposure times, and the flux level of the source, the study of short term variability is feasible only for the long, 50 ks Chandra observation.

Fig. 2 shows the 0.5-8 keV light-curve of HS 1700+6416 with a bin size of 3 ks (at least 20 net counts per bin). When fitted with a constant, the resulting 

count rate is 6.8x10-3. The source results to be marginally variable on time scales of few ks (P(2/)=0.25). We also studied the long term variability of the 

continuum parameters (F(2-10),  and NH, fig 3,4,5). A long term variability is clearly detected in the 2-10 keV flux, that varies of a factor 3, from  9x10-14 to  

3.5x10-14 erg s-1 cm-2, and in the 

amount of neutral absorption, that is <1022 

cm-2 in 2000 and 2002 data, and become 

consistent with 4-8x1022 cm-2 in 2007.

For the photon index the error bars are

 too large to draw any firm conclusion.

  In the 8 observations of 2007, the source 

spectral parameters remain almost 

constant, thus we added together these 

spectra to increase the statistics.

Merged Chandra Spectrum (2007)

The merged spectrum has ~1000 counts above 1 keV, and shows two features 

at ~2.2 and ~3.2 keV (fig. 9). The detection for two Gaussian lines, with EW1=-

0.14 and EW2=-0.50 keV, and v_out 0.25±0.05c and 0.55±0.08c, has 

significance of ~2 and >3, respectively. Fig 10, 11 show the confidence 

contours for the absorption lines parameters. From the XSTAR model results 

column densities Nh=3-5x1023 cm-2, and high ionization parameters (Log>3.2) 

in both cases. In the edge model the two edges have E_edge1=8.14±0.52 and 

E_edge2=11.20±0.60 keV, the latter consistent with a Fe XXVI edge with 

v_out of 0.18c.

Conclusions: We clearly detected 'at least'  2 strong absorption features, 

at variable energies, in different X-ray spectra of NAL QSO HS 

1700+6416. They can be due to highly ionized (Log >3.2) nearly Compton 

thick gas with nearly-relativistic outflowing velocities (v_out = ~0.4-0.5c), or 

to absorption edges at energies consistent with mildly ionized Fe at lower 

velocities. The source may be one of the few known X-ray BAL QSO with 

nearly-relativistic v_out. The quality of present data do not allow to draw 

stronger conclusions, and a long look observation is needed to better 

constrain the absorption features, and check for variability of their 

properties on short time scales (few ks).

X-ray Universe, Berlin, 27-30 June 2011
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HS 1700+6416 (z=2.735) is one of the most luminous quasar in the SDSS. It is classified as a NAL-QSO, 

showing narrow CII, CIV, SiIII and Si IV absorption lines in the SDSS spectrum (Fig. 1, from SDSS_DR3), 

blueshifted at mildly (~0.1c) relativistic velocities (Misawa et al. 2007).

X-ray coverage

The source lies in the same field of 2 clusters (Abell 2246 z=0.225;  V1701+6414, z =0.45) and a 

proto-cluster at z=2.3 (Digby-North et al 2010) and therefore have very good X-ray coverage available. In 

particular: One 50 ks Chandra observation in 2000;  one 30 ks XMM observation in 2002 and 

8 x 15-30 ks Chandra observations in 2007.
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(z=2.73) high-z RQ (NAL) QSO HS1700+6416 

HS1700: The 4° high-z QSO to show variable, high-v, 
high-Xi absorbers, but the 1° non-lensed 

 
N.B.: Would be nice also to confirm it via longer XMM observations…. 
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for a tiny fraction of the total gas in the host galaxy. So far, no ob-
servational evidence was found for the massive, quasar driven out-
flows at z>6 required by feedback models to explain the population
of old massive galaxies at z∼2.

Here we focus on one of the most distant quasars known,
SDSSJ114816.64+525150.3 (hereafter J1148+5251), at z=6.4189
(Fan et al. 2003). CO observations have revealed a large reser-
voir of molecular gas, MH2 ∼ 2 1010 M", in the quasar
host galaxy (Walter et al. 2003; Bertoldi et al. 2003b). The strong
far-IR thermal emission inferred from (sub-)millimeter observa-
tions reveals vigorous star formation in the host galaxy, with
SFR ∼ 3000 M" yr−1 (Bertoldi et al. 2003a; Beelen et al. 2006).
J1148+5251 is also the first high redshift galaxy in which the the
[CII]158µm line was discovered (Maiolino et al. 2005). High res-
olution mapping of the same line with the IRAM PdBI revealed
that most of the emission is confined within ∼ 1.5 kpc, indicating
that most of the star formation is occurring within a very compact
region (Walter et al. 2009).

Previous [CII] observations of J1148+5251 did not have a
bandwidth large enough to allow the investigation of broad wings
tracing outflows, as in local quasars. In this letter we present new
IRAM PdBI observations of J1148+5251 that, thanks to the wide
bandwidth offered by the new correlator, have allowed us to dis-
cover broad [CII] wings tracing a very massive and energetic out-
flow in the host galaxy of this early quasar. We show that the prop-
erties of this outflow are consistent with the expectations of quasar
feedback models.

We assume the concordance Λ-cosmology with H0 =

70.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.73 and Ωm = 0.27 (Komatsu et al.
2011).

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Observations with the IRAM PdBI were obtained mostly in April
2011 in D configuration (mostly with 1.5 < PWV < 3.5 mm),
while a few hours where also obtained in January 2011 in C+D
configuration (PWV < 1.5 mm). The resulting synthesized beam
is 2.2′′ × 1.8′′. The receivers were tuned to 256.172 GHz, which
is the rest frame frequency of [CII] at the redshift of the quasar,
z=6.4189 (Maiolino et al. 2005). The following flux calibrators
were used: 3C454.3, MWC349, 0923+392, 1150+497, 3C273,
3C345, 1144+542, J1208+546, J1041+525, 1055+018. Uncer-
tainties on the absolute flux calibration are 20%. The total on-
source integration time was 17.5 hours, resulting in a sensitivity
of 0.08 Jy km s−1 beam−1 in a channel with width 100 km s−1.

The data were reduced by using the CLIC and MAPPING
packages, within the GILDAS-IRAM software. Cleaning of the re-
sulting maps was run by selecting the clean components on an area
of ∼ 3” around the peak of the emission. For each map the resulting
residuals are below the 1σ error, ensuring that sidelobes are prop-
erly cleaned away. Anyhow, as discussed in the following, the size
determination has been investigated directly on the uv data, there-
fore independently of the cleaning.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Detection of broad wings

The continuum was subtracted from the uv data by estimating
its level from the channels at v < −1300 km s−1 and at v >
+1300 km s−1. The inferred continuum flux is 3.7 mJy, which is

a)

b)

Figure 1. IRAM PdBI continuum-subtracted spectrum of the [CII]158µm
line, redshifted to 256.172 GHz, in the host galaxy of the quasar
J1148+5152 extracted from an aperture with a diameter of 4′′, top, and
6′′, bottom. The spectrum has been resampled to a bin size of 85 km s−1.
The red lines show a double Gaussian fit (FWHM=345 km s−1 and
FWHM=2030 km s−1) to the line profile, while the blue line shows the
sum of the two Gaussian components.

fully consistent with the value expected (4 mJy) from the bolomet-
ric observations (Bertoldi et al. 2003a), once the frequency range
of the latter and the steep shape of the thermal spectrum are taken
into account.

Fig. 1a shows the continuum-subtracted spectrum, extracted
from an aperture of 4′′ (corresponding to a physical size of 11 kpc).
Fig. 1b shows the spectrum extracted from a larger aperture of 6′′
that, although noisier than the former spectrum, recovers residual
flux associated with the beam wings and with any extended com-
ponent.

The spectrum shows a clear narrow [CII]158µm emis-
sion line, which was already detected by previous observations
(Maiolino et al. 2005; Walter et al. 2009). However, thanks to the
much wider bandwidth relative to previous data, our new spectrum

[CII] 158 µm broad wings (FWHM~2000 km/s) + extension à  
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reveals broad [CII] wings extending to about ±1300 km s−1. These
are indicative of a powerful outflow, in analogy with the broad
wings that have been observed in the molecular and fine struc-
ture lines of local quasar host galaxies. The spectrum is fit1 with
a narrow (FWHM=345 km s−1) and a broad (FWHM=2030 km
s−1) Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 1, resulting into χ2red = 1.11. By
removing the broad component the χ2 increases from 195 to 229
(with 175 degrees of freedom), implying that the broad component
is required at a confidence level higher than 99.9%.

Theoretical models predict that starburst-driven winds can-
not reach velocities higher than 600 km s−1 (Martin 2005;
Thacker et al. 2006), therefore the high velocities observed in the
[CII] wings of J1148+5251 strongly favor radiation pressure from
the quasar nucleus as the main driving mechanism of the outflow.
Quasar radiation pressure is favored, relative to SN-driven winds,
also based on energetics arguments, as discussed later on.

3.2 Outflowing gas mass

The luminosity of the broad [CII] component allows us to infer a
lower limit of the outflowing atomic gas mass, using,

Moutfl(atomic)
M"

= 0.77
(

0.7 L[CII]
L"

) (

1.4 10−4

XC+

)

1 + 2 e−91K/T + ncrit/n
2 e−91K/T

(1)

(Hailey-Dunsheath et al. 2010), where XC+ is the C+ abundance
per hydrogen atom, T is the gas temperature, n is the gas den-
sity and ncrit is the critical density of the [CII]158µm transition
(∼ 3 × 103 cm−3). By assuming a density much higher than the
critical density, Eq. 1 gives a lower limit on the mass of atomic
gas. The quasar-driven outflows observed locally are characterized
by a wide range of densities, including both dense clumps and dif-
fuse, low density gas (Aalto et al. 2012; Fischer et al. 2010, Cicone
et al. submit.), therefore our assumption on the gas density gives
a conservative lower limit on the outflowing gas mass. We assume
a temperature of 200 K, however the dependence on the tempera-
ture is weak (going from 100 K to 1000 K the implied gas mass
is within 20% of the value obtained at 200 K). Furthermore, we
assume a C+ abundance typical of PDRs, i.e. XC+ = 1.4 × 10−4
(Savage & Sembach 1996), which is also conservative, since the
gas in the outflow is certainly, on average, at a higher state of
ionization. The luminosity of the [CII] broad component is in-
ferred from the flux of this component in the spectrum extracted
from an aperture of 6′′ (F[CII](broad) = 6.8 Jy km s−1), yielding
L[CII](broad) = 7.3 ± 0.9 L". We obtain a lower limit on the out-
flowing atomic gas mass of

Moutfl(atomic) > 7 × 109 M" (2)

We emphasize that this is a conservative lower limit on the total
mass of outflowing gas, not only because of the assumptions on the
physical properties of the outflowing atomic gas, but also because a
significant fraction of the outflowing gas is likely in the molecular
form.

1 Note that, although Fig. 1 shows the spectrum resampled in channels of
85 km s−1 for sake of clarity, the fit was performed on the unbinned spec-
trum to avoid any fitting artifact associated with the binning.
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Figure 2. Map of the continuum-subtracted [CII] line narrow component
(a), −300 < v < +400 km s−1, and of the [CII] line wings (b), −1300 <
v < −300 km s−1 and +500 < v < +1300 km s−1. See text for details
on the continuum subtraction of the narrow component. The dashed circles
indicate the extraction apertures of the two spectra shown in Fig. 1. Levels
are in steps of 0.64 Jy km s−1 beam−1 (i.e. 3σ) in the narrow component
map (a) and in steps of 0.36 Jy km s−1 beam−1 (i.e. 1σ) in the broad wings
map (b). The beam of the observation is shown in the bottom-left corner. At
the redshift of the source 1′′ corresponds to 5.5 kpc.

3.3 Extension

Fig. 2(a) shows the map of the [CII] narrow component integrated
within2 −300 < v < +400 km s−1. Note that in this case we
have subtracted a pseudo-continuum defined by the flux observed
at 400 < |v| < 800 km s−1 (resulting in a level of 5.6 mJy), to mini-
mize the contribution of the broad component. Fig. 2(b) shows the
map of the [CII] broad wings, where we have combined the blue
(−1300 < v < −300 km s−1) and red (+500 < v < +1300 km s−1)
wings to improve the signal-to-noise.

2 The line core integration limits are asymmetric because the narrow com-
ponent is slightly skewed towards positive velocities.
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reveals broad [CII] wings extending to about ±1300 km s−1. These
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0.7 L[CII]
L"

) (
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XC+

)

1 + 2 e−91K/T + ncrit/n
2 e−91K/T
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(Hailey-Dunsheath et al. 2010), where XC+ is the C+ abundance
per hydrogen atom, T is the gas temperature, n is the gas den-
sity and ncrit is the critical density of the [CII]158µm transition
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critical density, Eq. 1 gives a lower limit on the mass of atomic
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is within 20% of the value obtained at 200 K). Furthermore, we
assume a C+ abundance typical of PDRs, i.e. XC+ = 1.4 × 10−4
(Savage & Sembach 1996), which is also conservative, since the
gas in the outflow is certainly, on average, at a higher state of
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ferred from the flux of this component in the spectrum extracted
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mass of outflowing gas, not only because of the assumptions on the
physical properties of the outflowing atomic gas, but also because a
significant fraction of the outflowing gas is likely in the molecular
form.
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85 km s−1 for sake of clarity, the fit was performed on the unbinned spec-
trum to avoid any fitting artifact associated with the binning.
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(a), −300 < v < +400 km s−1, and of the [CII] line wings (b), −1300 <
v < −300 km s−1 and +500 < v < +1300 km s−1. See text for details
on the continuum subtraction of the narrow component. The dashed circles
indicate the extraction apertures of the two spectra shown in Fig. 1. Levels
are in steps of 0.64 Jy km s−1 beam−1 (i.e. 3σ) in the narrow component
map (a) and in steps of 0.36 Jy km s−1 beam−1 (i.e. 1σ) in the broad wings
map (b). The beam of the observation is shown in the bottom-left corner. At
the redshift of the source 1′′ corresponds to 5.5 kpc.

3.3 Extension

Fig. 2(a) shows the map of the [CII] narrow component integrated
within2 −300 < v < +400 km s−1. Note that in this case we
have subtracted a pseudo-continuum defined by the flux observed
at 400 < |v| < 800 km s−1 (resulting in a level of 5.6 mJy), to mini-
mize the contribution of the broad component. Fig. 2(b) shows the
map of the [CII] broad wings, where we have combined the blue
(−1300 < v < −300 km s−1) and red (+500 < v < +1300 km s−1)
wings to improve the signal-to-noise.

2 The line core integration limits are asymmetric because the narrow com-
ponent is slightly skewed towards positive velocities.
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Mrk231 - CO (resolved) map  
FWHM~700 km/s, Mout ~ 250-2200 M¤ yr-1 A&A 518, L155 (2010)

Morganti et al. (2010) reported evidence for AGN-induced mas-
sive and fast outflows of neutral H in powerful radio galaxies,
possibly driven by the AGN jets.

The bulk of the gas in QSO hosts, i.e. the molecular phase,
appears little affected by the presence of the AGN. Indeed, most
studies of the molecular gas in the host galaxies of QSOs and
Seyfert galaxies have found narrow CO lines (with a width
of a few 100 km s−1), generally tracing regular rotation pat-
terns, with no clear evidence for prominent molecular out-
flows (Downes & Solomon 1998; Wilson et al. 2008; Scoville
et al. 2003), even in the most powerful quasars at high redshift
(Solomon & Vanden Bout 2005; Omont 2007). Yet, most of the
past CO observations were obtained with relatively narrow band-
widths, which may have prevented the detection of broad wings
of the CO lines possibly associated with molecular outflows.
Even worse, many CO surveys were performed with single dish,
where broad CO wings may have been confused with baseline
instabilities and subtracted away along with the continuum.

We present new CO(1–0) observations of Mrk 231 obtained
with the IRAM Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI). Mrk 231
is the nearest example of a quasar object and is the most lu-
minous Ultra-Luminous Infrared Galaxy (ULIRG) in the local
Universe (Sanders et al. 1988) with an infrared luminosity of
3.6 × 1012 L# (assuming a distance of 186 Mpc). A significant
fraction (∼70%) of its bolometric luminosity is ascribed to star-
burst activity (Lonsdale et al. 2003). Radio, millimeter, and near-
IR observations suggest that the starbursting disk is nearly face-
on (Downes & Solomon 1998; Carilli et al. 1998; Taylor et al.
1999). In particular, past CO(1−0) and (2−1) IRAM PdBI ob-
servations of Mrk 231 show evidence for a regular rotation pat-
tern and a relatively narrow profile (Downes & Solomon 1998),
as well as a molecular disk (Carilli et al. 1998). The existence
of a quasar-like nucleus in Mrk 231 has been unambiguously
demonstrated by observations carried out at different wave-
lengths, which have revealed the presence of a central compact
radio core plus pc-scale jets (Ulvestad et al. 1999), broad optical
emission lines (Lipari et al. 2009) in the nuclear spectrum, and a
hard X-ray (2−10 keV) luminosity of 1044 erg s−1 (Braito et al.
2004). In addition, both optical and X-ray data have revealed that
our line of sight to the active nucleus is heavily obscured, with
a measured hydrogen column as high as NH = 2 × 1024 cm−2

(Braito et al. 2004). The quasar Mrk 231 displays clear evidence
of powerful ionized outflows by the multiple broad absorption
lines (BAL) systems seen all over its UV and optical spectrum.
In particular, Mrk 231 is classified as a low-ionization BAL
QSOs, a very rare subclass (∼10% of the entire population) of
BAL QSOs characterized by weak [OIII] emission, in which the
covering factor of the absorbing outflowing material may be near
unity (Boroson & Meyers 1992). Furthermore, giant bubbles and
expanding shells on kpc-scale are visible in deep HST imag-
ing (Lipari et al. 2009). Recent observations with the Herschel
Space Observatory have revealed a molecular component of the
outflow, as traced by H2O and OH molecular absorption features
(Fischer et al. 2010), but the lack of spatial information has pre-
vented an assessment of the outflow rate.

2. Data

We exploited the wide bandwidth offered by the PdBI to observe
the CO(1−0) transition in Mrk 231. The observations were car-
ried out between June and November 2009 with the PdBI, using
five of the 15 m antennas of the array. We observed the CO(1−0)
rotational transition, whose rest frequency of 115.271 GHz is
redshifted to 110.607 GHz (z = 0.04217), by using using both
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Fig. 1. Continuum-subtracted spectrum of the CO(1−0) transition in
Mrk 231. The spectrum was extracted from a region twice the beam size
(full width at half maximum, FWHM), and the level of the underlying
continuum emission was estimated from the region with v > 800 km s−1

and v < −800 km s−1. Left panel: full flux scale. Right panel: expanded
flux scale to highlight the broad wings. The line profile has been fitted
with a Gaussian narrow core (black dotted line) and a Gaussian broad
component (long-dashed line). The FWHM of the core component is
180 km s−1 while the FWHM of the broad component is 870 km s−1,
and reaches a Full Width Zero Intensity (FWZI) of 1500 km s−1.

the C and D antenna configurations. The spectral correlator was
configured to cover a bandwidth of about 1 GHz in dual po-
larization. The on-source integration time was ∼20 h. The data
were reduced, calibrated channel by channel, and analyzed by
using the CLIC and MAPPING packages of the GILDAS soft-
ware. The absolute flux was calibrated on MWC 349 (S (3 mm)=
1.27 Jy) and 1150+497 (S (3 mm) = 0.50 Jy). The absolute
flux calibration error is of the order ±10%. All maps and spec-
tra are continuum-subtracted, the continuum emission is esti-
mated in the spectral regions with velocity v > 800 km s−1 and
v < −800 km s−1.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the CO(1−0) emission line,
dominated by a narrow component (FWHM ∼ 200 km s−1),
which was already detected in previous observations (Downes
& Solomon 1998; Bryant & Scoville 1997). However, our new
data reveal for the first time the presence of broad wings ex-
tending to about ±750 km s−1, which have been missed, or pos-
sibly confused with the underlying continuum, in previous nar-
rower bandwidth observations. Both the blue and red CO(1−0)
wings appear spatially resolved, as illustrated in their maps
(Fig. 2). The peak of the blue wing emission is not offset
with regard to the peak of the red wing, indicating that these
wings are not caused by to the rotation of an inclined disk,
which leaves outflowing molecular gas as the only viable ex-
planation. A Gaussian fit of the spatial profile of the blue and
red wings (by also accounting for the beam broadening) indi-
cates that the out-flowing medium extends over a region of about
0.6 kpc (0.7′′) in radius. To quantify the significance of the spa-
tial extension of the high-velocity outflowing gas, we fitted the
visibilities in the uv-plane. We averaged the visibilities of the
red and blue wings in the velocity ranges 500 ÷ 800 km s−1 and
−500 ÷ −700 km s−1, and we fitted a point source, a circular
Gaussian, and an inclined disk model. The results of the uv-
plane fitting are shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 1. The
upper panels of Fig. 3 show the maps of the residuals after fit-
ting a point-source model. The residuals of the red wing are 5σ
above the average rms of the map and those of the blue wing 3σ
above the rms. The lower panels of Fig. 3 show the CO(1−0)
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Ubiquitous equatorial accretion disc winds L13

Figure 2. Left-hand panel: HLD of the high-inclination (dipping) LMXBs studied and of all the low-inclination (non-dipping) LMXBs. Right-hand panel:
high-inclination (dipping) sources show Fe XXVI absorption every time they are in the soft state and upper limits in the hard states. In low-inclination (non-
dipping) LMXBs, the Fe XXVI absorption line is never detected. We interpret these as due to a ubiquitous equatorial disc wind associated with soft states only.
We note that high-inclination sources tend to show a more triangular HLD, while the low-inclination sources exhibit a boxy one.

population of sources which are close to edge-on. Fig. 2 (left-hand
panel) shows the HLD of all the high-inclination LMXBs and
reports the measured Fe XXVI absorption-line EW. These sources
show clear evidence for a high-ionization disc wind (vout ∼
102.5−3.5 km s−1) during all 30 observations in the soft state.1

On the other hand, whenever these sources are observed in the
hard X-ray state, they show only upper limits. We, in fact, observe
stringent upper limits for 16 out of 17 observations and just one
detection of a weak wind quasi-contemporaneous with a weak jet
(Lee et al. 2002; Neilsen & Lee 2009). This demonstrates that for
this set of sources, the presence of the disc wind is deeply linked to
the source state. In particular, the wind is present during spectrally
soft states, when the jet emission is strongly quenched.

The right-hand panel of Fig. 2 shows the HLD for the non-
dipping LMXBs, GX 339-4, XTE J1817−330, 4U 1957+115, XTE
J1650−500 and GRS 1758−258, which have accretion discs which
are inclined more face-on to the observer. None of these source has
a detection of a highly ionized wind in any state. Several spectra
have a signal-to-noise ratio good enough to measure upper limits
as small as a few eV, even during the soft state. For this reason, we
confidently state that these sources do not present the signatures of
highly ionized Fe K winds.2

This difference in behaviour can be easily understood if both the
high- and low-inclination sources have the same wind present in
soft states and absent in the hard states, but the wind is concentrated
in the plane of the disc; thus, our line of sight intercepts the wind
only in high-inclination sources. If this idea is correct, we expect
that deeper observations of low-inclination sources may reveal the

1 One observation of GRS 1915+105 with lower luminosity and Compton
temperature does not show any Fe XXVI but only Fe XXV absorption, thus
suggesting the importance of ionization effects.
2 The majority of the low-energy absorption lines detected in these LMXBs
(Miller et al. 2004) are consistent with being produced by the interstellar
medium (Juett et al. 2004; 2006; Nowak et al. 2008). Most of the remaining
structures are consistent with being at rest, thus unlikely associated with the
Fe K wind (Juett et al. 2006).

presence of the wind through the detection of weak ionized emission
lines.

Is it theoretically plausible for the disc winds to have a strong
angular dependence? Indirect evidence for an angular dependence
of the wind in GBH was already inferred from the lack of emission
lines associated with the X-ray absorption lines (Lee et al. 2002;
Miller et al. 2006b). This suggests that the wind subtends a small
fraction of 4π sr. Moreover, disc wind models and magnetohydro-
dynamic simulations predict a strong angular dependence of the
wind (Begelman et al. 1983a,b; Melia et al. 1991; 1992; Woods
et al. 1996; Proga et al. 2002; Luketic et al. 2010). In fact, if the
disc wind is produced by X-ray irradiation (i.e. Compton heating,
line driving), it is expected to be stronger in edge-on sources simply
because once the material is lifted from the disc, it will experi-
ence an asymmetric push from the radiation field of the central
source. Flattened disc winds have also been assumed to explain the
winds of broad absorption-line QSO and other AGN outflows (e.g.
Emmering et al. 1992; Murray et al. 1995; Elvis 2000).

4 IO N I Z ATI O N EF F E C T S

The strong connection between winds and source states requires
an explanation. Ueda et al. (2010), during oscillating X-ray states
of GRS 1915+105, observe the ionization parameter of the wind
to vary with the source luminosity, suggesting the importance of
ionization. Can an overionization effect explain the disappearance
of the wind during hard states? If the absorber is in the form of
‘static’ clouds with approximately constant density n and distance
R from the ionizing source and assuming that the spectral shape
changes have a minor impact on the ionization state of the wind,
then the absorber ionization parameter ξ will be directly related to
the source luminosity:3 ξ = L/nR2. The left-hand panel of Fig. 2
shows that at the same luminosity, the winds are present in the soft
but not in hard states (see also Lee et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2006b;

3 Where L has been computed as the integral of the disc emission (in the
0.001–100 keV band) plus the power law (1–100 keV) one.
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Blum et al. 2010; Neilsen et al. 2011b). Thus, the ‘static absorber’
interpretation may be unlikely.

Early works on accretion disc theory (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973)
already predicted the formation of winds from the outer disc.
Compton-heated winds (see Fig. 3) can be launched if the inner
disc is geometrically thin and thus the central source can illumi-
nate and heat the outer disc, creating a hot outflowing disc atmo-
sphere with temperature T ∼ TIC =

∫ ∞
0 hνLνdν/4kL ∼ 107–8 K

(Krolik et al. 1981; London et al. 1981; Begelman et al. 1983a,b;
Woods et al. 1996; Shields et al. 1986) whose ionization parameter
is expected to be primarily linked to the spectral energy distribution
(SED; characterized by T IC) of the illuminating source.

Assuming that the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI absorption lines are unsat-
urated and are on the linear part of the curve of growth, we can esti-
mate the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI ion abundances (see formula 1 of Lee
et al. 2002). Fig. 4 shows the Fe XXV-to-Fe XXVI ion abundance ratio
as a function of T IC for all the observations in which the two lines
are detected. For all sources, we systematically observe the lower
ionization states (Fe XXV) at low T IC, with the ratio Fe XXV/Fe XXVI

decreasing for harder spectral shapes (higher T IC), as expected if the
ionization parameter (ξ ) increases linearly with T IC (see solid lines
in Fig. 4). This result suggests that, during the soft states, ionization
effects might play an important role in determining the properties
of the wind. However, this conclusion is based on the ionization
balance for a low-density gas illuminated by a # = 2 power law;
in order to verify the disappearance of the wind in hard states as
due to overionization, a detailed study of the actual ionizing spectra
and wind densities would be required. Although important, this is
beyond the scope of this Letter. Alternatively, the wind disappear-
ance in the hard state might arise from the fact that illumination
of the outer disc is critical for the production of Compton-heated
winds or from some other phenomenon (e.g. organization of mag-
netic field) which is related to the accretion states. Irradiation only
occurs when the outer disc subtends a larger solid angle than the
inner flow. Thus, the formation of thermal winds might be prevented
if harder states are associated with thick discs that, even if optically

Figure 3. Several physical mechanisms can explain the properties of the
observed equatorial disc winds. Here the thermal winds scenario is sketched.
In soft states, associated with geometrically thin discs, the central source
does probably illuminate the outer disc and thus it might heat it, increasing
the thermal pressure that then drives away a wind, which is flattened above
the disc. Thus, only in high-inclination sources our line of sight to the
central source crosses the wind, allowing us to detect it. In hard states, a
geometrically thick and optically thin corona and the jet are present, while no
wind is observed. [Correction added after online publication 2012 April 4:
figure colours fixed]

Figure 4. The Fe XXV-to-Fe XXVI ion abundance ratio as a function of T IC.
For each source, the Fe XXV/Fe XXVI ion abundance ratio is decreasing with
T IC (which is a tracer of the spectral hardness). This suggests that the wind
ionization increases with spectral hardness, thus suggesting that ionization
effects play an important role here. The solid lines show the expected relation
between ion ratios and T IC, assuming a linear relation between ξ and T IC
(ξ = $ × T IC/1.92 × 104, where $ = Fion/nkTc, Fion is the ionizing flux
between 1 and 103 Rydberg; Krolik et al. 1981) and the ion fraction versus ξ

as computed by Kallman & Bautista (2001; see their fig. 8) for an optically
thin low-density photoionized gas (# = 2).

thin at the centre, have an optically thick region with H/R ∼ 1 or
have a significant optical depth as seen from the outer disc (see also
Neilsen et al. 2011b). Alternatively, if the disc ionization instability
is at work in these transient sources, the Compton radius of the wind
might lie in a low-temperature, and thus unflared, part of the outer
disc (Dubus et al. 2001).

5 D ISCUSSION

How important are these winds for the accretion phenomenon? We
estimate the wind mass outflow rate using the equation

Ṁwind = 4πR2nmpvout
%

4π
= 4πmpvout

LX

ξ

%

4π
, (1)

where mp is the proton mass, vout the wind outflow velocity and % is
the solid angle subtended by the wind. Chandra observations pro-
vide reliable measurements of the outflow velocities; the detection
of the wind in each soft state spectrum suggests a high filling factor;
moreover, we measured a wind opening angle of ∼30◦. Thus, once
the ionization parameter is estimated, we can measure the mass
outflow rate and compare it to the mass inflow rate (assuming an
efficiency η = 0.1). We estimate the ionization parameter ξ from
the Fe XXV/Fe XXVI ion ratio and assume the ion versus ξ distribution
computed by Kallman & Bautista (2001) and obtain values between
log(ξ ) ∼ 3.5 and 4.2. However, we caution the reader that these val-
ues might change significantly once (instead of assuming the ion
abundances of Kallman & Bautista 2001) the ion abundances ver-
sus ξ are computed using the properly tailored ionization balances
from the self-consistent SED.4 Fig. 5 shows that the mass outflow

4 For example, under various assumptions about the gas density, different
authors studying the same data set found ionization parameters that vary by
∼2 orders of magnitude (Miller et al. 2006a, 2008; Netzer 2006; Kallman
et al. 2009). However, our estimated ionization parameters here are within
the typical range of measured values, and we believe they are useful for our
purposes here.
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FIG. 1.— The figure above shows the line spectra from two Chan-
dra/HETGS observation of H 1743−322. The data have been divided by a
simple continuum and binned for visual clarity. The observation in black was
obtained in a disk–dominated phase; it is listed as “Observation 1” in Miller
et al. (2006a). A disk wind was detected through the blue-shifted Fe XXV
and Fe XXVI absorption lines in that specturm. The deep low/hard state ob-
servation considered in this paper is shown in red. No significant absorption
lines are evident, and restrictive upper limits are obtained through direct fits.

absence of the wind.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
During its 2003 outburst, H 1743−322 was observed simul-

taneously using theChandra/HETGS and RXTE on four occa-
sions (Miller et al. 2006a). All four of those observations cap-
tured relatively soft flux states. Three could be roughly classi-
fied as “high/soft” states. The remaining observation (second
in the sequence) likely captured a harder (but still luminous)
“very high” state.
H 1743−322was again observed with the Chandra/HETGS

and RXTE in 2010. The Chandra observation started on 2010
August 08 at 23:03:48 UT, and was 60.5 ksec in duration.
RXTE observed H 1743−322 simultaneously with Chandra,
starting on 2010 August 09 at 05:35:51 UT for a total du-
ration of 6.1 ksec. Rapid analysis of the RXTE observation
confirmed that H 1743−322 was in a “low/hard” state at the
time of these observations (Belloni et al. 2010).
The Chandra High Energy Transmission Gratings (HETG)

were used to disperse the incident flux onto the Advanced
CCD Imaging Spectrometer “spectroscopic array” (ACIS-S).
To prevent photon pile-up, the ACIS-S array was operated
in continuous clocking or “GRADED_CC” mode, which re-
duced the frame time to 2.85 msec. For a discussion of
this mode, please see Miller et al. (2006a). All Chandra
data reduction was accomplished using CIAO version 4.4.
Time-averaged first-order HEG and MEG spectra were ex-
tracted from the Level-2 event file. Redistribution matrix
files (rmfs) were generated using the tool “mkgrmf”; ancil-
lary response files (arfs) were generated using “mkgarf”. The
first-order HEG spectra and responses were combined using
“add_grating_orders”. The spectra were grouped to require a
minimum of 10 counts per bin.
The standard RXTE pipeline spectral files and responses for

the PCA and HEXTE were downloaded from the HEASARC
archive, and employed for spectral fitting. A systematic er-
ror of 0.6% was added to the PCA spectrum in quadrature.
All spectral analyses were conducted using XSPEC version
12.6.0. All errors quoted in this paper are 1σ errors.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The central questions in this paper require estimates of the

ionizing flux and column density in each observation of H
1743−322. This can be done through photoionization model-
ing, but a simpler and more direct approach is to measure the
equivalent width of absorption lines since EW∝ N when the
absorbing gas is on the linear part of the curve of growth.

3.1. The Spectral Continuum in the 2010 Low/Hard State
We fit the combined first-order Chandra/HEG and

RXTE/PCA spectra of H 1743−322 jointly. The HEG spec-
trum was fit was limited to the 1.2–9.0 keV band, owing to
calibration uncertainties and poor signal on either side of this
range. The PCA spectrum was fit in the 3.0–30.0 keV band,
again owing to calibration uncertainties on either side. In the
joint fits, a simple constant was allowed to float between the
spectra to account for differences in the flux calibrations.
A fit with a simple absorbed power-law model with Γ =

1.77± 0.01 does not give a formally acceptable fit (χ2/ν =
1.56), but it does characterize the flux well. It is likely that the
poor fit is driven by uncertainties in the cross-calibration of
the instruments. When each spectrum is permitted to derive its
own power-law index in a joint fit, a value of Γ = 1.93± 0.01
is found for the HEG spectrum while Γ = 1.71±0.01 is found
for the RXTE/PCA spectrum, and a much better fit is derived
(χ2/ν = 1.13). If the steeper index is assumed to be the right
time-averaged value for the lengthy Chandra observation, it
leads to a low value for the 8.8–30 keV ionizing flux (see
below). To be conservative, then, we simply adopt the power-
law index derived in the joint fit (Γ = 1.77) as an approximate
value, and derive the unabsorbed 8.8–30 keV flux based on
that model.

3.2. Limits on Absorption Lines in the 2010 Hard State
To test for the presence of Fe XXV and Fe XXVI absorp-

tion lines in the low/hard state spectrum of H 1743−322, we
added Gaussians at 1.850 Å and 1.780 Å (6.700 keV and
6.970 keV, respectively; Verner, Verner, & Ferland 1996). The
range of line widths and velocity shifts measured in the line
detections reported in Miller et al. (2006a) were sampled in
order to ensure consistency and conservative limits. We mea-
sure 90% confidence upper limits of EW ≤ 0.58 mÅ and
EW ≤ 0.42 mÅ for Fe XXV and Fe XXVI, respectively.
These limits are a factor of several lower than the line de-
tections reported in Miller et al. (2006a). Figure 1 shows
data/model ratio spectra from a prior Chandra observation
and the low/hard state considered here.
Larger potential velocity shifts were also examined, since

one means of increasing the ionization of a gas is to accelerate
it. A potential feature is apparent at 1.834 Å (6.760 keV).
However, this feature is merely noise: first, the feature is not
significant at even the 2σ level; second, it is unlikely that Fe
XXVwould be observed in the absence of Fe XXVI (see, e.g.,
Kallman & McCray 1982), especially if the gas is potentially
more highly ionized than when both were detected. There is
no evidence for an Fe XXVI line at a velocity shift required if
the feature at 6.760 keV line is identified with Fe XXV.
Limits on the line equivalent widths obtained with Chandra

(again, 0.58 mÅ and 0.42 mÅ, for Fe XXV and Fe XXVI, re-
spectively), are tighter than those obtained in a prior Suzaku
observation in the low/hard state (0.97 mÅ and 0.64 mÅ ,
Blum et al. 2010). Importantly, whereas the ionizing flux de-

H1743-322 disk-wind detected in soft, disc-dominated state 

FeXXV and FeXXVI are variable,  
and have Vout~300-670 km/s 

Miller et al., 2006, 2012 



The disappearance of the inner accretion disk (marked by the X-ray dip 7 min after the start of the set of observations shown in here),  
coincides with the beginning of the ejection of a relativistic plasma cloud (marked by the start of the infrared flare).  
As the ejected cloud expands it becomes transparent to radio waves, with a peak radio-wave flux that is delayed by 15 min relative  
to the infrared peak. The absence of X-ray data after 29 min is due to occultation of the source by the Earth. 

Mirabel and Rodriguez, 1998, Nature 

UFOs compared/relate to microquasars?? 
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Figure 14. X-ray light curve of 3C 111 as in Figure 4, with data indicated
by small circles. The curve corresponds to the same data, smoothed with a
Gaussian function with a 10 day FWHM smoothing time. The arrows indicate
the times of superluminal ejections and the line segments perpendicular to the
arrows represent the uncertainties in the times. X-ray dips and VLBA knots
listed in Table 10 are marked with the respective ID numbers. Over the six
years of observation, significant dips in the X-ray light curve are followed by
ejections of bright superluminal knots in the VLBA images. This shows a clear
connection between the radiative state near the black hole, where the X-rays are
produced, and events in the jet. Dip d3 and the two significant dips just before
and after that are considered to be one dip with multiple branches and is related
to K3 which was also extended along the jet axis.

all of the X-ray variability observed, if we assume that most of
the X-ray emission we observe is not relativistically beamed.

5. X-RAY/RADIO CORRELATION

We can see in Figure 4 that, from the middle of 2009 to the
present, the X-ray flux undergoes only minor fluctuations about
a mean value of 5 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. During this interval,
the 230 GHz flux is at a very low level, while the 15 GHz flux
is decreasing. Therefore, the high-state X-ray plateau coincides
with a low state of the radio jet. We can extend this X-ray/
radio connection to the observations of earlier years as well.
The times of “ejection” of new radio knots in the jet (shown
by the arrows) are related to the low X-ray states. We convolve
the X-ray light curve with a Gaussian smoothing function with
a 10 day FWHM smoothing time to identify the major long-
term trends. Figure 14 shows the smoothed X-ray light curve
and denotes the times of superluminal ejections with arrows.
Based on inspection of this light curve, we consider an X-ray
fluctuation to be a significant dip if the smoothed X-ray flux
falls by more than 30% and remains at a low level for longer
than one month. We calculate the central time of each dip by
determining the local minimum of the X-ray flux. We note that
the minimum amplitude measured from unsmoothed data of
every dip is below the average of the X-ray flux over the length
of the light curve (4 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1). It can be seen
that each of the ejections is preceded by a significant dip in the
X-ray flux. The prolonged low level of X-ray flux in 2005 is
associated with knot K3, which was extended along the jet axis,
as is apparent in the images starting in late 2006 (Figure 6). This
suggests that a prolonged disturbance near the base of the jet
resulted in an elongated superluminal knot. Hence, d3 and the
two significant dips just before and after that are considered to
be one dip with multiple branches and is related to K3. Detection
of the ejection of a new knot requires the analysis of a sequence
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Figure 15. Times of ejection of new VLBA knots vs. times of X-ray dips from
Table 10. The dashed line is the best-fit straight line through the points. It fits
the data extremely well with small scatter. This indicates that there is a clear
association between X-ray dips and superluminal ejections. The y-intercept of
this line minus 2004.0 indicates the value of mean time delay between the times
of dips and ejections.

of VLBA images of sufficient duration to define the trajectory
and speed of a knot, as is evident from Figures 6 and 7. No new
bright, moving knots after K9 appeared in subsequent imaging
with the VLBA during the first eight months of 2010 (images
not shown here).

The time delay between the minimum of the X-ray dips
and the time of ejection of the corresponding superluminal
knot is distributed between 0.03 and 0.34 yr (Table 10) with
a mean of 0.15 ± 0.08 yr. We plot the times of ejection of
new knots along with the corresponding times of X-ray dips in
Figure 15. A straight line fits the data extremely well with small
scatter, which indicates that there is a clear association between
X-ray dips and superluminal ejections. The best-fit line through
the points has a slope of 1 and y-intercept of 0.15, which is
identical to the mean delay of 0.15 ± 0.08 yr given above.
We have performed a numerical simulation to calculate the
significance of the dip-ejection correlation. If we keep the times
of dips fixed and choose one million sets of nine ejections,
times of which are drawn from a uniform random distribution
between 2004.3 and 2010.3 (the duration of our observations),
the probability that there is at least one ejection event following
all nine dips by 0.03–0.34 yr is 0.007. In a similar simulation,
we found that the probability that all nine dips will have exactly
one following ejection is 3 × 10−5. This shows that the dip-
ejection association in 3C 111 is highly significant. To further
investigate the relationship between the characteristics of the
X-ray dips and VLBA knots, we calculate the average flux
over all epochs of the latter. We do this via modeling of the
brightness distribution at each epoch with multiple components
characterized by circular Gaussian brightness distributions, as
described in Section 2.4. This shows that the average flux of the
VLBA knots corresponding to the shallower dips (d2, d4, and
d8 in Figure 14) is significantly smaller (0.3 ± 0.1 Jy) than that
for the larger dips (d1, d3, d5, and d7), 0.9 ± 0.4 Jy. Dip d6 is
also shallow, but this may be due to the absence of data during
the Sun-avoidance gap, while d9 is of intermediate depth. Hence
K6 and K9 were not included in the average calculation. That
the brighter knots correspond to more pronounced dips supports
the conclusion that the X-ray minima and the ejection of knots
in the jet are physically related.
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Jet and disc outflows in 3C 111 757

Figure 1. Long-term 2.4–10 keV flux RXTE light curve of 3C 111 between 2008 and mid-2011. The vertical solid/dotted lines refer to the detection/non-
detection of UFOs in the Suzaku and XMM–Newton spectra. The detections of UFOs are marked with ‘u’. The dates relative to the X-ray dips and the appearance
of new jet knots in the VLBA images are marked with ‘d’ and ‘k’, respectively.

Table 2. Times of X-ray dips, observations of UFOs and appearance of
radio knots.

Dip TXmin UFO Tufo Knot Tknot βapp

d7 2008.51 u7 2008.65 k7 2008.83 ± 0.07 4.54 ± 0.38
d8 2008.98 – – k8 2009.07 ± 0.08 4.07 ± 0.43
d9 2009.26 – – k9 2009.29 ± 0.04 4.33 ± 0.66
d10 2010.57 u10 2010.69 k10 2010.85 ± 0.02 5.66 ± 0.09
d11 2010.78 – – k11 2011.01 ± 0.07 5.22 ± 0.35

Note. βapp is the apparent speed of the radio knots in units of c.

the RXTE light curve and also allows us to oversample by a factor of
∼2 the typical variability time-scale of the UFO in 3C 111 of about
∼7 days (Tombesi et al. 2010b, 2011b). If the difference is positive
it indicates a rising flux, instead if null or negative it indicates a
steady/decreasing flux. We find that the first and fourth observations
in Table 1, the ones with detected UFOs, happened during periods of
increasing flux.4 Instead, the non-detections in the second and fifth
observations occurred during intervals of decreasing flux. Following
this criterion, the non-detection in the third observation occurred in
an interval of steady/decreasing flux too. However, we note that
this latter case is less stringent because it happened very close to

4 We note that the observation of the UFO u7 occurred at the beginning of
a period of rising flux, just after the major X-ray dip d7. If the rising period
is related with the acceleration of the outflow, this might explain why the
velocity of u7 is much lower than u10, which instead was detected close to
a maximum in flux.

a sudden spike in flux and we adopt a conservative approach not
considering it in the following discussion.

From Fig. 1, we derive that overall the UFOs seem to be pref-
erentially detected during intervals of increasing flux. In order to
estimate the statistical confidence of the possible relation between
the UFOs and the periods of rising flux, we tested the null hypothe-
sis that UFOs are not detected during phases of ascending flux but
only in steady or decreasing intervals. This hypothesis is satisfied
in none of the four cases described before, yielding a probability
of <1/4. Therefore, conservatively, we can say that the statistical
probability of the claim that UFOs are preferentially observed dur-
ing phases of rising flux is P = 1 − (1/4) ! 75 per cent. Given
the limited number of observations available, we stress that the sta-
tistical significance of this relation is only marginal and it should
be regarded only as an indication. However, we note that a similar
behaviour was observed also in other sources showing UFOs (e.g.
Braito et al. 2007; Giustini et al. 2011).

3 R A D I O O B S E RVAT I O N S O F TH E J E T O N
SUBPARSEC SCALES

3C 111 is actively monitored with the VLBA at 43 GHz at roughly
monthly intervals by the blazar group at the Boston University. Here
we present a temporal extension of the VLBA analysis of Ch11 (see
their fig. 6) from 2008 up to mid-2011. The sequence of VLBA
images shown in Fig. 2 provides a dynamic view of the inner jet
between 2010 November and 2011 September at an angular resolu-
tion ∼0.1 mas, corresponding to ∼0.094 pc. The VLBA data have
been processed in the same manner as described in Ch11. We can
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Conclusions 

Ø  General framework/importance  
⇒  Recognized need for AGN feedback 

mechanism 
 

Ø  The “classic” X-ray view of winds/outflows  
 ⇒  Optical/UV/WAs in AGNs and QSOs 
 frequent but mostly insufficient to be energetically 
relevant for feedback 
  

Ø  The “new” X-ray view of winds/outflows   
 ⇒ UFOs in AGNs likely frequent AND significant 
 ⇒ UFOs in QSOs at z~2 **may** be frequent and 
significant too (TBD) 

 
 
Ø  Critical/remaining open Issues for UFOs/winds 

⇒  Filling factor in AGNs ? 
⇒  Covering & filling factor in high-z QSOs ? 
⇒  Acceleration mechanism? 
⇒  Relation with WAs, molecular outflows, winds 

in binaries, jet formation? 
 

Ø   Future 
Near-Future: Astro-H  
Far-future: ???? 



Thank you very much 
for your attention 


